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Abstract
Introduction of robots into everyday life has proven to be very challenging. Humanlike versatility and the ability to adapt to unstructured environments is still out of
reach for contemporary robots. To overcome this problem, the research community
took the inspiration from human learning: the robots could observe how people
perform the desired tasks and later improve on their own, e.g. through practicing.
In this thesis we present novel methods to facilitate learning by demonstration and
autonomous improvement of learned skills. Firstly, based on an initial demonstration,
the robot needs to construct appropriate models of the observed task. We propose
models on both semantic as well as trajectory levels of representation. At the
semantic level we show how learning of manipulation actions can be improved by
taking into account object relations. We develop a probabilistic formulation that can
be used to model real world data, which can contain large amounts of noise. On the
other hand, for modelling actions at the trajectory level we develop an extension to
the popular Dynamic Movement Primitive framework. We investigated how speed
profiles of the trajectories can be parameterized in order to be able to adapt and
transfer them across different tasks.
In order for the robot to execute the knowledge that was extracted from
demonstration, the so called correspondence problem needs to be solved. This means
that the demonstrator’s motion needs to be adapted to the robot’s embodiment. In the
case of humanoid robots, transfer of whole body movement from human to a
humanoid robot is possible only if the balance of the humanoid robot can be
preserved. We show that a mapping can be constructed based on task priority control,
where motion transferred from the demonstrator does not affect the robot’s centre of
gravity. This ensures stability of the motion transfer, but also affects the fidelity of
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reproduction.

Therefore, the movement primitives obtained in this manner are

further adapted with reinforcement learning, which is possible since the initial
movement is stable.
Finally, we deal with the issue of slow convergence of reinforcement learning
algorithms. In many cases, additional information about the learning process is
available, which cannot be exploited by conventional reinforcement learning. We
developed a procedure which incorporates prior knowledge and iterative learning
control for obtaining exploration policies in the early stages of learning. This leads to
faster convergence. Since random exploration is used for final tuning of the policy,
the convergence properties of the applied reinforcement learning update rule are
retained. In this manner we significantly improve the learning performance.
A series of experiments are described that evaluate the proposed learning algorithms.
These include learning manipulation tasks in a kitchen environment, optimization of
the speed profile of a liquid carrying motion, transfer of whole body movements to a
humanoid robot, as well as learning of a classical via-point problem.

Key words: learning by demonstration, observation, manipulation, semantic events,
probabilistic semantic models, dynamic movement primitives, speed profile
optimization, humanoid balancing, reinforcement learning, directed exploration.
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1 Introduction
For a long time, robots have been helping humans in our quest for technological
advance. The term ‘robot’ was introduced already in 1920 [1] to describe a worker
which performs work without rest, something that no human can do. Indeed, as the
state of development in robotics progressed, the robots surpassed human abilities in
certain areas, and also replaced humans as workers. However, this success has so far
been limited to certain areas in industry and manufacturing, which consist mostly of
repetitive movements in structured environments. The issue how to introduce the
“tireless workers” into more real life-like situations remains unsolved.
What distinguishes the industrial environment from a situation the robot might
encounter “in the wild” is the structure and predictability. A designer of an industrial
application is typically aware of what kind of products the robot should handle, what
are the lightning conditions in its workplace, whether humans may interfere with the
process, and so on. On the other hand, a typical kitchen or living room can hide
surprises unimaginable even to a human visitor. Still, we are able to adapt our
behaviour to whatever we encounter, and perform our tasks with high levels of
success. At the moment, human-like versatility is far out of reach for even the most
advanced robotic systems.
It seems that the intelligence required for solving real-life tasks cannot be
programmed into robots in the same way we can program solutions for industrial
problems. Indeed, humans also do not come to this world with pre-programmed
solutions to all challenges they might encounter later in life. We start as helpless
babies and learn the needed skills through time. Even though many human cognitive
processes are not yet sufficiently understood, we can use this inspiration to make
robots mimic human learning.
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In this thesis we focus on two learning mechanisms: learning by demonstration and
reinforcement learning. In the first case, the learner extracts knowledge by observing
a task successfully performed by somebody else. Reinforcement learning, on the
other hand, covers learning by repetition – every time the robot performs a task, it
tries to use its own previous experience to improve.
We split the learning problem into acquisition and execution sub-problems (see
Figure 1). First, the robot needs to obtain knowledge of a task it does not yet know.
Here, learning by demonstration is a useful paradigm. Based on observation, the
robot needs to construct appropriate task models, which have to satisfy several
important properties. This is the focus of Section 2, Models of action. We present
action models on both semantic and trajectory levels of representation. At the
semantic level, we show how learning of manipulation actions can be improved by
taking into account object relations. At the trajectory level, we develop a novel
representation which separately encodes path and speed profile of a trajectory.
Next, Section 3, Reproduction of learned knowledge, presents challenges a robot
faces when reproducing the knowledge it accumulated in the observation stage. The
robot can adapt the movement by practice. Reinforcement learning has proven useful
in this case. We focus on methods for improving speed profiles of trajectories and
balance for humanoid robots.
The proposed approaches are evaluated in Section 4, Experimental evaluations. The
methods are evaluated in several scenarios, typically encountered in our everyday
life.

Figure 1: An overview of the learning process. The robot extracts knowledge from human
demonstration and builds corresponding action models. These models are used and adapted
during robot's own reproduction. The yellow shaded blocks correspond to stages of learning for
which contributions are presented in this thesis.
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1.1 Review of the relevant scientific field
First cases of learning by demonstration [2] [3] [4] (also called learning by imitation
or programming by demonstration) have been presented already in the eighties [5]
[6] [7] [8]. The tasks were demonstrated by kinaesthetic guiding, in which the
operator physically guides the robot arm in such a way that the desired task is
successfully accomplished. The robot saves the trajectory in its memory for later
execution. Recent technology developments give us new options for more intuitive
acquisition of task demonstration directly from a human, such as motion capture
systems with markers or computer vision. During this period there have also been
substantial developments of robotic systems, such as humanoids [9] [10] [11] [12],
which are especially suited for learning by demonstration due to their similarity to a
human body. This has opened up a possibility for transfer of full body motor
knowledge directly from a human to a humanoid robot. For example, the works
presented in [13] [14] [15] exploit human demonstration paradigm to program robot
dancing skills.
Such direct transfer is useful for teaching patterns of motion; however, the cognitive
aspect of the learning problem is also challenging. For example, consider a task of
picking up an object. The robot must not only learn the basic shape of the reaching
trajectory, but also infer how it is affected by the position of the object. To capture
this mapping, multiple demonstrations of a single task are needed, from which the
robot constructs a model of the task. This process is sometimes termed task
generalization. For example, Ude et. al [16] calculate task-specific trajectory by
applying locally weighted regression and Gaussian process regression on trajectories
in the demonstration set. Wilson and Bobick [17] developed parametric hidden
Markov models (PHMMs), which contain free parameters that could be used to
model inter-task variations. PHMMs have been utilized in the context of learning by
demonstration to generalize robot trajectories [18] [19] [20]. Other learning methods
include Gaussian process regression [21] [22] [23], neural networks [24], and radial
basis function networks [25].
Another issue a cognitive agent should consider in order to efficiently learn a task is
its outcome. We can think of it as an ‘essence’ of the task. Miyamoto et al. [26]
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divide learners in four categories based on their intelligence. The most intelligent
learner understands the intention of the demonstrator’s motor actions, i.e. what is the
desired task outcome. We – humans – have no problems extracting this knowledge
from observation. On the other hand, the least intelligent learner can only do as much
as blindly copy the demonstrator’s movement. This approach can only be successful
if the learner’s embodiment is exactly the same as the demonstrator’s, and their
respective tasks are exactly the same as well. Currently, robots can at best learn at the
middle level of intelligence, where an abstract task representation can be extracted.
For example, in cases of object manipulation, the task can be represented by changes
in configuration relationships between objects [27]. More recently, a similar idea has
been exploited by Aksoy et. al [28]. They proposed the concept of Semantic Event
Chains (SEC), which express manipulation tasks as a temporal record of changes in
semantic object relations; it has been suggested that all elementary one-handed
manipulation actions can be represented in this way [29].
Task learning and representation at a purely symbolic level has also been studied by
a large body of works. For example, Kuniyoshi et al. [30] present a method where
vision is used to extract task descriptions based on object and environment states.
Nicolescu and Matarić [31] developed a method where tasks are represented with
graph-based behaviour networks. Similarly, Pardowitz et al. [32] and Ekval and
Kragić [33] implement hierarchical approaches where symbolic and sub-symbolic
knowledge is learned from demonstration in an incremental way.
Compared to trajectory based approaches, the higher level of abstraction, at which
the symbolic methods operate, enables more versatile task generalization and more
intelligent

behaviour

in

general.

However,

successful

learning

of

such

representations requires larger amounts of prior knowledge and guidance from a
knowledgeable user.
Usually our aim is that the learned tasks would eventually be reproduced by the robot
itself. Here, data extracted from human demonstration may not be directly applicable
due to inevitable differences in kinematic and dynamic properties between the robot
and the demonstrator. Therefore, reproduction of the learned tasks using motion
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directly extracted from a human is typically suboptimal without additional
adaptation.
Adaptation of already known motion can be performed using Reinforcement
Learning (RL, [34]). The term RL describes a set of machine learning algorithms,
which aim to find a ‘policy’ which maximizes a ‘reward’. In the context of robotics,
‘policy’ typically refers to a set of actions a robot may perform. The ‘reward’, on the
other hand, is dependent on the outcome of the action; good actions lead to higher
rewards and vice versa. In our work we focus on policy search methods, which form
a subset of reinforcement learning and can cope with continuous and high
dimensional states encountered in robot learning [35]. There have been many
successful applications to complex robotics problems, such as walking [36],
generalized reaching [37], or autonomous helicopter flight [38]. Kober et al. [39]
provide a comprehensive overview of reinforcement learning and its use in robotics.
While most policy search algorithms are based on gradient ascent, a class of
algorithms based on expectation-maximization technique recently gained attention.
Instead of calculating policy gradient, the update is computed as a weighted
combination of previous policies. Algorithms 𝑃𝐼 2 (Policy Improvement with Path
Integrals) [40] and PoWER (Policy learning by Weighing Exploration with Returns)
[41] operate this way. Since estimation of policy gradient is not needed, these types
of algorithms scale better to high dimensional spaces. Still, the adaptation process is
rather slow, requiring hours or days even for rather simple tasks.

1.2 Objectives of the thesis
In this thesis we propose novel methods for robot learning, which aim to improve the
human-robot transfer of knowledge. First, we present a method for modelling
manipulation tasks by taking into account changes in semantic relations between the
manipulated objects [42]. Extraction of task models from observation (using machine
vision) is a challenging task due to high amounts of perception noise. In our
approach, the actions comprising the task are modelled in a probabilistic way. This
way, models can be robustly extracted from observations of human demonstration.
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Next, we deal with the problem of execution of the learned motions. We developed a
framework where motion is encoded in a parametric way [43] [44]. The main novelty
of our approach is that the path of the motion and its speed profile are parameterized
separately. This facilitates motion adaptation. First, speed profiles as well as paths of
the motions, which were extracted from human demonstration, can be improved
using machine learning techniques. Furthermore, transfer of either paths or speed
profiles between unrelated tasks is possible. This way, new tasks can be learned by
exploring the previously unknown solution space.
We also address the problem of balancing during the demonstrated motion
reproduction. This is a very important issue in robot learning by human
demonstration, since the target system is often humanoid. For successful replication
of the learned task, the motion trajectories need to be adapted to the robot’s
kinematics and dynamics. We explore real-time, model-based as well as iterative,
model-free learning solutions [45].
Reinforcement learning methods operate by optimizing very general cost or reward
functions. We examine how convergence rates can be improved in cases where more
information about the task is available, such as solutions of similar problems or
knowledge about promising search direction. We develop an algorithm which utilises
directed exploration strategy combining prior knowledge and iterative learning
control with reinforcement learning update rules [46].
The presented methods are evaluated through several experiments. The experiments
are selected from household environment, for which the proposed learning methods
are the most pertinent.
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2 Models of action
For a robot to exhibit intelligence, its internal models need to be capable of
generating versatile and complex behaviour. As explained in the introduction, the
models can be constructed at different levels of abstraction. Higher levels that
include symbolic knowledge are typically responsible for decision making,
hierarchical planning, and organization of motion elements. On the other hand,
trajectory level representations deal with encoding of motion which is grounded in
the sensorimotor data domain. Trajectory level models provide for generation,
generalisation, and adaptation of the learned motions.
In our work we focus on higher level representations for manipulation tasks, where
objects and their relations play an important role. We first present the so called
Semantic Event Chain framework, which introduced the notion of semantic events
involving the manipulated objects. We then address some of the issues encountered
in extraction of semantic data from observation, and develop a novel representation
framework, the Probabilistic Semantic Models.
With respect to trajectory level representations, we focus on a recent and widely used
framework termed Dynamic Movement Primitives (DMP). We present and develop a
novel formulation of the DMPs, where we uncouple the spatial and temporal aspects
of the represented motion. This way, the generalization and learning capabilities of
the representation are improved.

2.1 Semantic level representations
At least in manipulation tasks, relations between objects and hands involved in the
action have been considered to extract higher level information. A large body of
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works deals with the so called topological contact states between tasks, which
characterize contact relations between manipulated objects. Different contact state
representations differ in the way contacts are defined [47]. One of the early examples
is the work of Lozano-Perez [48], which deals with spatial planning of manipulations
for polygonal and polyhedral objects, representing contacts in terms of vertex-face
and edge-edge contacts. Ikeuchi and Suehiro [27] use configuration changes between
objects before and after manipulation as task-level assembly descriptions, which can
be extracted from observation. Xiao [49] introduces the notion of principal contacts,
which are elementary contacts between objects, such that seven different contacts are
possible between a pair of 3-D objects. In [50] Xiao and Ji present a method to
construct contact formation graphs as representations of the elementary contacts.
Recently, Aksoy et al. [28] proposed the Semantic Event Chain (SEC) framework,
which characterizes manipulation actions by the following two spatial relations:
touching and not touching. They developed a general computer vision system to
extract these relations and suggested that their framework is sufficient to represent all
possible elementary single handed manipulations [29]. Yang et al. [51] developed an
algorithm to monitor changes in object appearance and topological structure, which
is used to infer consequences of actions and recognition of manipulations. Many
works also explore object-action affordances [52] [53] [54] [55] [56]. These
approaches are more object-centric, as they deal with determining the roles of the
objects in manipulation tasks and are less concerned with the problem of action
execution.
In this thesis we present a novel framework for modelling manipulation actions,
which is based on the notion of semantic events, as proposed by Aksoy et al. [28].
We therefore present the Semantic Event Chains in the following section.
2.1.1

Semantic Event Chains (SEC)

Semantic event chains, developed by Aksoy et al. [28], introduced the idea of
annotating relations between objects at decisive time points. The aim is to construct a
symbolic task description. Inspired by language development [57], semantic relations
are defined by object-object relationships. For each pair of objects found in the
scene, a semantic relation can be defined. For example, the two objects can be
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touching, not touching, overlapping, inside, in front of one another, and so on. The
purpose of performing object manipulation is to rearrange the objects in a certain
way; therefore changing the object relations. The changes of the contact relations are
termed semantic events and thus represent crucial information about the essence of
the manipulation.
The implementation presented in [28] extracts the relations from two-dimensional
images, captured by the robot’s cameras. This simplifies the relations between any
given pair of objects either to touching or not-touching.
The process of SEC construction starts with segmenting the objects in the scene and
tracking their 2-D motion (Figure 2). Based on this, a so called relational scene graph
can be constructed. Each node in the graph corresponds to an object. Nodes are
connected if their respective objects are touching each other in the scene; the nodes
corresponding to objects that do not touch each other are not connected.
As the manipulation progresses, semantic events occur. This can be caused by one of
the following situations:


a pair of objects, which were not touching, start to touch,



a pair of objects, which were touching, cease to touch,



an object enters the scene,



an object leaves the scene.

Any of these semantic events result in topologically discontinuous changes in the
scene graphs, which can be easily detected using graph matching techniques. The
time instants, at which such changes occur, present natural segmentation points for
the task.
The semantic event chain is a temporal record of semantic relations observed in the
task. It has as many rows as there are possible pairs of objects in the scene. The
elements of the table can either signify the corresponding pair touching, not
touching, or either of the two objects not present in the scene. Each semantic event
corresponds to a new semantic relation being observed, which indicates a modified
semantic configuration in the scene. Therefore, for each semantic event, a new
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column is added to the event chain, and the corresponding semantic relations are
annotated accordingly.
See Figure 2 for a simple example of the SEC construction process [28].
The semantic event chain provides a compact and discriminative model of the task,
invariant of the irrelevant object specifics. Using sub-string or string kernel based
[58] search algorithms, semantic event chains can be used to provide similarity
scores between different tasks. Furthermore, the representation can be extended with
trajectory level information [57].

Figure 2: Construction of a SEC for an example manipulation task [28]. a) Frames captured by
the recording device. b) Original frame, c) segmentation of objects, d) the resulting semantic
graph. e) Segmentation and graphs for the whole recording. f) Graphs with discontinuous
changes. g) The semantic event chain. Here, 𝝆𝒊,𝒋 represents the semantic relation between 𝒊-th
and 𝒋-th node (object). 1 means touching, 2 means not touching, while 9 denotes either of the
pair missing from the scene.
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2.1.1.1 Segmentation of objects in the scene
Visual object segmentation is crucial for successful extraction of the semantic event
chains from observations. Unfortunately, the segmentation process is often
problematic. Due to the fact that in a learning scenario completely unknown objects
may be encountered, model free object segmentation algorithms must be used. Since
model free object segmentation is an inherently ill-posed problem, typical algorithms
rely on heuristic assumptions of ‘what an object is’. Examples include assuming
colour or shape properties [59] or rigid body motion principles [60] [61]. This way, a
rough correspondence between extracted image segments and actual objects can be
obtained. However, detecting and segmenting unknown objects without any errors in
the presence of unpredictable motion, occlusions, even changes in objects themselves
(e.g. an object being broken into pieces), is not realistic with the state of the art
computer vision methods.
Hence we are limited to noisy sensory data to extract information from the real
world. Needless to say, noise accompanying the measurements affects the final
output of the system. For example, in the process of spatial contact detection, some
erroneous object relations might be detected for neighbouring objects. Any symbolic
representation which relies on such spatial object relations is prone to errors such as
over-segmentation of manipulation sequences. Furthermore, real world scenes often
contain clutter – objects that are not an essential part of the task and just happen to be
in the robot's field of view. Methods which deterministically construct symbolic
representation from observation may treat any semantic events involving these
objects as essential parts of the action.
It is therefore unrealistic to expect perfect extraction of semantic relations from
complex scenes by a general purpose computer vision.
As a result, the obtained semantic event chains are not perfect representations of the
modelled tasks. The relations are computed based on contacts between extracted
image segments, which just approximately correspond to the actual objects.
Therefore, semantic event chains extracted from real world observations typically
contain entries not based on the actual contact relation changes in the manipulation.
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To counter this problem and remove spurious contact relations from the chains, a
‘SEC de-noising’ procedure [62] is needed. The procedure is based on heuristic rules
regarding possible contacts during the manipulation. For example, only one-handed
manipulations are allowed, and the hand cannot be touching more than one object at
a time. Then, multiple recordings of a same action, which have previously been
refined using the aforementioned rules, are combined together in order to construct
the final SEC. This way, action-descriptive SECs can be extracted from real-life data
at the expense of generality of representation and autonomy of learning. Note that the
SECs obtained in this manner still represent contact relations between image
segments (as opposed to true objects). The de-noising procedure only removes
redundant rows and columns from the table, without addressing vision related
segmentation issues.
Several successful applications of the SEC concept have been reported in the
literature [63] [58] [64] [65] [66] [67].
2.1.2

Probabilistic Semantic Models

The semantic event chains introduced in the previous section, represent a
deterministic and unsupervised approach to modelling of manipulation actions. In
general, probabilistic approaches are more suitable for processing real life data. In
this thesis we propose a novel, probabilistic way of modelling manipulation actions
based on semantic object relations. In this sense, our approach has been inspired by
the SEC framework; however, it is probabilistic and supervised.
The probabilistic semantic models (PSM) are defined as probability distribution of
semantic events over action duration, and can be learned in a supervised way from a
set of training demonstrations. This approach does not consider concrete relations
between image segment pairs. This way, the models are more robust compared to
SECs, at the expense of being slightly less abstract.
Like the semantic event chains, the proposed approach can be used to model
manipulation actions. By the term action we consider a part of a manipulation
process, which is atomic in a sense that it is captured by a single semantic model.
Since the proposed training method is supervised, the action is defined by the data in
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the training set. There is no strict requirement how atomic an action needs to be with
respect to the manipulation process; depending on the application requirements, the
semantic model could be trained to either model a small part of the manipulation
process, or the whole assembly task from start to end. In the experiments in this
thesis we portray the former case. We use the term task to denote the whole
manipulation process (e.g. the task of opening the box) and the term action to denote
an integral part of the task (e.g. reaching for the lid).
In the following we first present how the probabilistic semantic models are trained
from observation data.
2.1.2.1 Constructing the PSM
The construction of the proposed semantic models starts with the available vision
system observing several demonstrations of a particular action. Semantic model of
the action is then obtained by discretizing phase space and calculating probability of
observing semantic events for all phase intervals. The most important insight for our
work is that while many of the detected events are due to noise, the ones which relate
to real changes in the scene will be detected consistently throughout several
demonstrations at similar times. Provided with a sufficiently large training set, their
occurrence can be probabilistically modelled.
From each demonstration the semantic events are extracted in the form of a so called
semantic event sequence. Denoted here by 𝐸, the semantic event sequence is an
indicator function over the time domain. Defined at every time step 𝑡, it takes a
discrete value, denoting whether a semantic event was recorded at that particular
time step or not. Hereinafter, we will refer to it as taking value 1 for ‘recorded’ and 0
for ’not recorded’. Formally, this can be written as a binary function
𝐸: [0, 𝑡] ↦ {0,1}

(1)

Therefore, whenever a new object segment is recognized in the scene, disappears
from the scene, or a pair starts to touch or overlap or stops doing so, 𝐸 takes value 1.
This includes cases where an image segment was recognized as a new object after
occlusion or rotation, which caused that what used to be backside is now visible,
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when two objects are detected as touching due to noisy depth information, and other
outcomes causing noise in our data.
2.1.2.1.1 Phase mapping
When a human performs an action, the speed of execution is not constant over
different performances of the same action. The timing of the recorded data must
therefore be normalized first. To achieve this, a phase variable is introduced, which
we denote 𝜙. The phase starts with 0 at the beginning of the action and
monotonically increases as the action progresses, reaching the value of 1 at the end.
There are several possibilities for constructing the mapping between time and phase.
For example, in Section 2.2.1.2, we define arc-length based normalization of
trajectories. Techniques based on dynamic time warping (DTW, [68]) could also be
used. These techniques require action trajectory recordings to be available. In
general, however, PSM construction requires only image recordings from which
semantic object relations can be extracted. In this case, the phase can simply be
defined using uniform time scaling:
Φ: 𝑡 ↦ 𝜙
𝜙(𝑡) =

𝑡 − 𝑡0
− 𝑡0 , 𝑡0 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑 .
𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑

(2)
(3)

This way we achieve independence of our data from time scale, which enables us to
compare examples of different durations.
After the transformation, we obtain a semantic event sequence defined over the
domain of 𝜙, such that 𝐸 ′ (𝜙) = 1 for each phase 𝜙 where a semantic event occurs
and zero for all other phases:
𝐸′: [0,1] ↦ {0,1}

(4)

𝐸 ′ = 𝐸(Φ−1 (𝜙))

(5)
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2.1.2.1.2 Training
Provided with a large enough set of training data, consisting of 𝑁𝑒𝑥 semantic event
sequences {ℰ1 , … , ℰ𝑁𝑒𝑥 }, where ℰ𝑛 is a recording of 𝐸 ′ during 𝑛-th execution of the
given action, we can find the frequencies of event occurrences over the action phase.
We start by dividing the phase into 𝑁𝑠 discrete states
𝑆 = {𝑠1 , 𝑠2 , … , 𝑠𝑁𝑠 } .

(6)

Each consecutive state 𝑠𝑖 represents a bin, which corresponds to an interval of the
action phase. The intervals split the phase, which itself encompasses the interval
[0,1], into 𝑁𝑠 bins which are determined as
Ψi = [

𝑖−1 𝑖
, ),
𝑁𝑠 𝑁𝑠

Ψi = [

𝑖 = 1 … 𝑁𝑠 − 1,

𝑖−1 𝑖
, ],
𝑁𝑠 𝑁𝑠

𝑖 = 𝑁𝑠 .

(7)

(8)

Note that the phase interval for the last state includes the last sample of the phase.
This way, each state of the model corresponds to a successive portion of the action
duration. In the case of using a simple, time dependent phase mapping (e.g. the
mapping given by (3)), the phase intervals correspond to time intervals directly. In
general however, this may not be the case.
We continue by defining the number of observed events in a given state during
training, denoted here by 𝑁𝑖𝑡𝑟
𝑂𝑖𝑛 = {

1,
0,

∃ 𝜙 ∈ Ψ𝑖 such that ℰ𝑛 (𝜙) = 1
,
otherwise

(9)

𝑁𝑒𝑥

𝑁𝑖𝑡𝑟 = ∑ 𝑂𝑖𝑛 .

(10)

𝑛=1

Simply, if one or more events occurred during phase interval Ψ𝑖 in a particular
training sequence ℰ𝑛 , 𝑂𝑖𝑛 is equal to one. If no semantic events were detected, 𝑂𝑖𝑛 is
set to zero. 𝑁𝑖𝑡𝑟 is a summation over the complete training set and provides us with
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the number of training examples which had at least one event occur during phase
interval Ψ𝑖 .
We can now calculate the parameters of our model. It is a probabilistic model,
consisting of several states 𝑠𝑖 , each of which corresponds to a phase interval Ψi . The
phase variable takes care of progressing through the states; starting in state 𝑠1 at the
beginning of an action and ending in the final state 𝑠𝑁𝑠 at the end of the action. Upon
visiting a state 𝑠𝑖 , the process outputs a discrete random observation variable 𝑂𝑖 ,
which can take two possible values, corresponding to whether a semantic event has
been observed or not. The output probabilities for state 𝑠𝑖 are given as
𝑁𝑖𝑡𝑟
𝑃(𝑂𝑖 = 1) =
𝑁𝑒𝑥

(11)

𝑃(𝑂𝑖 = 0) = 1 − 𝑃(𝑂𝑖 = 1)

(12)

Probability of observing an event during a certain phase interval is proportional to
the number of training examples which did produce an event during that part of the
action. This way, states with high probability 𝑃(𝑂𝑖 = 1) signify that for the given
action, semantic events are very likely to occur during the corresponding phase
intervals. Likewise, it is less likely to observe semantic events in phase intervals with
high 𝑃(𝑂𝑖 = 0).
The output probability defined above is a measure of how probable the observation
of an event is for a particular action. If an event occurs during a certain phase of the
action every time the action is executed, it is unlikely to be just a result of a noisy
observation. The opposite holds for states with unobserved events; if an event has
been observed during training just in a few of the examples, then it is most probably
not an integral part of the action execution, but instead a result of sensory noise.
We write the calculated probabilities into the observation matrix 𝑩, with dimensions
2 × 𝑁𝑠 , such that
𝐵1,𝑖 = 𝑃(𝑂𝑠𝑖 = 0)
𝐵2,𝑖 = 𝑃(𝑂𝑠𝑖 = 1).

(13)
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Thus our semantic model is fully defined by
𝜆 = {𝑁𝑠 , 𝑩} .

(14)

See also Figure 3 for illustration of the proposed framework.

Figure 3: Overview of the proposed probabilistic model. It consists of a discrete number of
states, each corresponding to an interval of the action phase. The phase is directly or indirectly
dependent on time; as it progresses, so does the model in a left to right fashion through all the
states. Upon visiting a state, a discrete symbol is output. The output symbol can be either 1,
corresponding to semantic events being observed, or 0, corresponding to no events occurring
during the phase interval of the active state. The output probabilities are trained and evaluated
according to indicator signal 𝑬, which indicates observations of semantic events in the recorded
data.

2.1.2.2 Action recognition
We can use the learned models to evaluate similarity scores for an observed action.
Let’s assume that we observe a demonstrator execute a manipulation action and
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record a semantic event sequence 𝐸. We want to calculate the likelihood of this
signal belonging to one of the trained action models. After normalizing the timing
using Eq. (3), we check for each of the 𝑁𝑠 phase intervals whether there were any
events or not. We achieve this by constructing an observation sequence 𝓞∗ =
(𝑂1∗ , … , 𝑂𝑁∗ 𝑠 ) according to Eq. (9). The similarity of an observed action to some
model 𝜆 is then obtained by computing the likelihood of the model outputting the
sequence 𝓞∗ . This corresponds to a product of probabilities of each state outputting
the observed value. Logarithm of the computed likelihood is used to avoid very small
numbers in models with a high number of states. Formally
𝑁𝑠

𝐿∗ = log 𝑃(𝓞∗ |𝜆) = ∑ log 𝑃(𝑂𝑖∗ |𝜆) ,

(15)

𝑖=1

where
𝑃(𝑂𝑖∗ |𝜆) = {

𝐵1,𝑖 ,
𝐵2,𝑖 ,

𝑖𝑓 𝑂𝑖∗ = 0
.
𝑖𝑓 𝑂𝑖∗ = 1

(16)

The observed action can then be classified as being an instance of the model for
which 𝐿∗ is the highest. Alternatively, if the likelihood is lower than some threshold
value for all available models, we can conclude that the recorded action is something
not observed before. This threshold can be selected by computing likelihoods for a
number of known sequences associated with the given model (cross-validation set,
not used in training) and taking the lowest obtained likelihood as threshold.
Note that for models in which the output probabilities of any state are 0 for observing
an event, the resulting likelihood will be equal to zero for any examples with
observed events in the particular state, regardless of potential matching in all other
states. The same is true if the probability of not observing is zero, but the recorded
sequence does contain such an observation. To avoid this problem, some threshold 𝜖
is set for minimum and maximum values of 𝑩, such that 𝐵1,𝑖 = 𝜖 if 𝑃(𝑂𝑖 = 0) < 𝜖
and 𝐵2,𝑖 = 1 − 𝜖 if 𝑃(𝑂𝑖 = 1) > 1 − 𝜖.
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2.2 Trajectory level representations
In ‘classic’, industrial robotic scenarios, where the robot is merely a device following
a predetermined path in a structured environment, the choice of trajectory
representation is not an important issue. The trajectory can be simply stored in the
robot’s memory as a time dependent vector. If the robot’s motion is to be more
versatile, however, the choice of trajectory representation can have a profound effect
on the performance of the system.
Parameterisation is perhaps the most important characteristic shared by most
trajectory representation techniques. It allows for reducing the complexity of motion
representation to the level of a set of parameters. This limited number of parameters
fully defines the motion, and provides a simple way for its modulation. In the
following we will present some of the state of the art trajectory representations.
Miyamoto et al. [26] proposed to parameterise motion with via-points. The via-points
represent positions through which the trajectory passes, whereas the motion between
the via-points is obtained using spline-based interpolation. The via-points needed to
represent a given trajectory with the specified precision are obtained automatically
using an iterative procedure [69].
Hidden Markov models are well known for their historical use in speech recognition
[70], and have also been applied in robotics for motion representation [71] [72] [73].
Apart from being recognized for recognition capabilities, a single model can also be
used for motion generation, thus mimicking human learning processes [74]. Wilson
and Bobick [17] presented an extended version termed Parametric hidden Markov
models (PHMM), which is able to capture inter-class variations. This approach is
particularly useful for modelling human and robot trajectories [18] [20]. PHMMs are
presented in more detail in Appendix A; we use them in Section 4.1.4 to perform
trajectory recognition.
A number of works parameterise trajectories using radial basis functions, most
commonly Gaussians [75] [76]. Here, motion is encoded as a weighted combination
of basis functions, and can be efficiently learned from single or multiple
demonstrations. Similarly to the spline based methods, such an approach depends on
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explicit time indexing, which makes it sensitive to temporal as well as spatial
perturbations. To counter such issues, Khansari-Zadeh et al. [77] model trajectories
with a dynamical system, where a mixture of Gaussian functions models its response.
Paraschos et al. [78] introduced Probabilistic Movement Primitives (ProMP). Here,
the motion is represented by a probability distribution over trajectories comprising
the given motion class. The mean and variance of the distribution are given by
weighted sums of basis functions and learned from multiple demonstrations by
maximum likelihood estimation. The framework is time independent and allows for
generalisation, blending, as well as combination of multiple ProMPs.
In the following section we describe in detail one of the most popular frameworks,
the Dynamic Movement Primitives (DMP). We then develop a novel formulation
based on DMPs, in which we decouple the trajectory into its respective path and
speed profile and encode them separately.
2.2.1

Dynamic Movement Primitives

Dynamic movement primitives (DMP) have been introduced by Ijspeert et al. [79]
[80]. The framework consists of a set of nonlinear differential equations with welldefined attractor dynamics. This way, the resultant movement plan presents an
autonomous control policy, which is robust to external perturbations. The attractor
landscape of the system models the progression of the trajectory and can be easily
learned from demonstration. The use of DMPs for trajectory representation satisfies
many desirable characteristics, such as compactness, ease of learning, simple
categorization of motion, as well as the independence of the underlying
representation from time.
In the DMP framework, motion 𝑦 of every degree of freedom 𝑗 = 1, … , 𝑁𝐷𝑂𝐹 is
described by a response of a dynamic system, given by the second order differential
equation
𝜏𝑧̇𝑗 = 𝛼𝑧 (𝛽𝑧 (𝑔𝑗 − 𝑦𝑗 ) − 𝑧𝑗 ) + 𝑓𝑗 (𝑥) ,

(17)

𝜏𝑦̇𝑗 = 𝑧 ,

(18)
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𝑓𝑗 (𝑥) =

𝑗
∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑤𝑖 𝜓𝑖 (𝑥)
𝑥,
∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝜓𝑖 (𝑥)

𝜓𝑖 (𝑥) = exp(−ℎ𝑖 (𝑥 − 𝑐𝑖 )2 ).

(19)
(20)

Here, 𝑔𝑗 is the desired goal attractor point for the trajectory 𝑦𝑗 , 𝛼𝑧 and 𝛽𝑧 are
constants governing the underlying system response, and 𝜏 is the constant that can be
used to modulate the speed of execution. 𝜏 is usually set to the duration in which the
robot is supposed to reach its final configuration. The term 𝑓(𝑥) defines the shape of
the trajectory and consists of a weighted sum of non-linear basis functions, typically
Gaussians (79). Each basis function 𝜓𝑖 is weighted with the corresponding weight
𝑗

𝑤𝑖 . This way, the weights 𝑤𝑖 parameterize the shape of the trajectory, 𝜏 its duration
and 𝑔𝑗 its goal.
Equation (17) defines the acceleration of the trajectory as a combination of a
feedback term 𝛼𝑧 (𝛽𝑧 (𝑔𝑗 − 𝑦𝑗 ) − 𝑧𝑗 ) and an open loop forcing term 𝑓. The feedback
term ensures stability to perturbations and convergence of the trajectory 𝑦𝑗 towards
the goal 𝑔𝑗 . On the other hand, the function 𝑓 is superimposed to the feedback term
and allows us to represent arbitrary motion; in a sense it defines the trajectory that 𝑦𝑗
is to take before reaching the equilibrium at 𝑦𝑗 = 𝑔𝑗 . This allows for any smooth
trajectory to be represented in the form of a dynamical system in which the open
parameters allow for easy modulation of the movement while the stability of the
solution is guaranteed.
The indirect dependence of the representation on time is one of the most important
characteristics of autonomous dynamic systems. In the DMP framework, the system
(17) – (18) depends on the phase variable 𝑥 defined by the so called canonical system
given by
𝜏𝑥̇ = −𝛼𝑥 𝑥

(21)

This equation can be solved analytically. Its solution relates time and phase and in
the form of a simple exponential decay
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𝑥(𝑡) = exp (−

𝛼𝑥 𝑡
) ,
𝜏

(22)

where 𝛼𝑥 defines the rate of convergence. This way, the system (17) – (21) has a
unique equilibrium point at 𝑥 = 0, 𝑦𝑗 = 𝑔𝑗 , 𝑧𝑗 = 0. It is important to note here that
the analytical solution (22) is typically not used during reproduction of the motion
encoded by the DMP. Instead, equation (21) is numerically integrated in real-time,
which, given certain simple modifications, allows for implementation of useful
features, such as phase-stopping [80].
Equations (17) – (18) define motion of a single degree of freedom. In order to model
a multi-dimensional trajectory, each DOF is modelled with a separate dynamical
system. However, the phase 𝑥 is common for all the DOFs and serves to synchronise
𝑗

the motion. Consequently, every DOF 𝑗 is described by own shape parameters 𝑤𝑖
and goal 𝑔𝑗 , but with a common time constant 𝜏.

In order for the DMP to represent a particular trajectory, given by a data sequence
obtained for example by kinaesthetic guiding
𝑁𝐷𝑂𝐹

𝒢 = {{𝑦𝑗 (𝑡𝑘 ), 𝑦̇𝑗 (𝑡𝑘 ), 𝑦̈𝑗 (𝑡𝑘 )}𝑗=1 , 𝑡𝑘 }

𝑇

(23)

𝑘=1

the appropriate parameters can be calculated using a simple regression technique as
follows. In (23), 𝑦𝑗 (𝑡𝑘 ), 𝑦̇𝑗 (𝑡𝑘 ), 𝑦̈𝑗 (𝑡𝑘 ) are respectively the measured positions,
velocities and accelerations on the observed trajectory, 𝑡 is time and 𝑇 is the number
of sampling points. By rewriting (17) – (18) into a single second order differential
equation
𝜏 2 𝑦̈𝑗 + 𝛼𝑧 𝜏𝑦̇𝑗 − 𝛼𝑧 𝛽𝑧 (𝑔𝑗 − 𝑦𝑗 ) = 𝑓𝑗 (𝑥)
𝑗

(24)

we obtain a system of equations linear in {𝑤𝑖 } for each data point 𝑘 in the sequence
(23) such that
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𝜏 2 𝑦̈𝑗 (𝑡𝑘 ) + 𝛼𝑧 𝜏𝑦̇𝑗 (𝑡𝑘 ) − 𝛼𝑧 𝛽𝑧 (𝑔𝑗 − 𝑦𝑗 (𝑡𝑘 ))
=

𝑗
∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑤𝑖 𝜓𝑖 (𝑥(𝑡𝑘 ))

∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝜓𝑖 (𝑥(𝑡𝑘 ))

(25)
𝑥(𝑡𝑘 ) ,
𝑗

where 𝑥(𝑡𝑘 ) are obtained by integrating (21). Weights 𝑤𝑖 are thus estimated by
solving the overdetermined equation system (79) in the least square sense for all 𝑘 =
1, … , 𝑇. Finally, we set 𝜏 = 𝑡𝑇 and 𝑔𝑗 = 𝑦𝑗 (𝑇). Repeating the process for every
degree of freedom 𝑗, we obtain the parameters of the DMP corresponding to the
training trajectory (23).
Figure 4 shows an example of a simple two dimensional trajectory, encoded with the
standard DMP. The graphs show the encoded accelerations, velocities as well the
forcing term 𝑓 along with the underlying basis functions.
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Figure 4: 2-D trajectory encoded with a standard DMP. The top graphs show the original
(black, dotted) as well as reconstructed (red) trajectory. The left graph shows individual DOFs
against time, whereas the right graph shows the trajectory in the Cartesian space. The middle
graphs show state variables of the DMP: acceleration, velocity and phase. The bottom graphs
show the forcing terms for both DOFs (dashed lines), along with the corresponding basis
functions (solid lines).

2.2.1.1 Parameterized velocity scaling
In the original DMP formulation, as presented in the previous section, modification
𝑗

of parameters 𝑤𝑖 results in a modified shape of the represented trajectory. Path as
well as speed of the trajectory is affected; it is not possible to modify either
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separately. In this section we show how to modify the speed profile independently of
the path. In the next section we take this idea even further and present a
representation where the path and the speed profile are represented explicitly.
In order to be able to adapt the speed profile independently, we include an additional,
phase-dependent temporal scaling factor into the DMP equations. The original DMP
equations (17) – (21) are extended with the additional temporal scaling factor 𝜈(𝑥) as
follows:
𝜏ż𝑗 = 𝜈(𝑥) (𝛼𝑧 (𝛽𝑧 (𝑔𝑗 − 𝑦𝑗 ) − 𝑧𝑗 ) + 𝑓𝑗 (𝑥))

(26)

𝜏ẏ 𝑗 = 𝜈(𝑥)𝑧𝑗

(27)

𝜏𝑥̇ = −𝜈(𝑥)𝛼𝑥 𝑥 .

(28)

The phase-dependent factor 𝜈 is parameterized as a weighted combination of 𝑀
radial basis functions
∑𝑀
𝑖=1 𝑣𝑖 𝜓𝑖 (𝑥)
𝜈(𝑥) = 1 + 𝑀
,
∑𝑖=1 𝜓𝑖 (𝑥)

(29)

where 𝜓𝑖 denotes Gaussian radial basis functions (20).
This way, the temporal scaling factor 𝜈 regulates the rate at which the dynamic
system progresses through the motion phase. Smaller 𝜈 results in a slower motion
while larger 𝜈 increases the speed of motion. At 𝜈(𝑥) = 1, the equations (26) – (28)
are equal to (17) – (21), and the speed of motion is unaffected. Initially, the weights
𝑣𝑗 are set to zero, so that 𝜈(𝑥) = 1, ∀𝑥. As this corresponds to the movement at the
original speed, no re-training of the initial DMP (17) – (21) is needed. This is the
reason the +1 term is included in the equation (29); without it, the weights 𝑣𝑖 would
need to be separately trained in order to represent the case 𝜈(𝑥) = 1, ∀𝑥.
Furthermore, this ensures that convergence properties of the original DMP are
retained. Since Gaussian basis functions converge to zero outside of the area in
which they are define, the +1 term ensures that (29) converges to one and equations
(26) – (28) become equal to (17) – (21).
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This way, we extended the DMP representation to include another set of open
parameters. Modulation of these parameters, denoted 𝑣𝑖 , changes the speed profile of
the represented trajectory without affecting the overall shape of motion, which is still
regulated by the parameters 𝑤𝑖 . However, the opposite does not hold; modifying the
weights 𝑤𝑖 results in different shape as well as speed of the represented trajectory.
Note that we still keep the constant temporal scaling factor 𝜏 to preserve the ease of
uniform time scaling.
2.2.1.2 Dynamic Movement Primitives parameterised by Arc-Length
In the original DMP formulation (17) – (21), the speed profile of the trajectory is
given by the combination of second order system dynamics and the non-linear term
𝑓(𝑥). In the extended formulation (26) – (29), the scaling factor 𝜈 provides for
adaptation of the speed profile. However, 𝜈 represents speed-up of the represented
trajectory relative to the original trajectory given by (23), rather than its actual speed
profile. Therefore, the value of 𝜈 does not convey information about the magnitude
of the trajectory’s speed. For speed optimization, this does not pose a problem, as it
is sufficient that modulation of weights 𝑣𝑗 , belonging to a given trajectory, results in
faster or slower movement. However, in order to compare and generalize different
trajectories, it is beneficial to separately encode the speed profile and the shape of the
path. To achieve this, the weights parameterizing the non-linear functions in
formulation (26) – (29) need to be calculated in a different manner.
We start by defining a new variable 𝑠, which represents arc length of a timeparameterized trajectory 𝒚(𝑡)
𝑡

𝑠 = ∫ ‖𝒚̇ (𝑢)‖ d𝑢 .

(30)

0

The speed profile of the movement is defined as the time derivative of 𝑠, which is
given by
𝑠̇ (𝑡) = ‖𝒚̇ (𝑡)‖ .

(31)
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Note the difference between the speed of the motion, given by 𝑠̇ , and its velocity 𝒚̇ .
Speed of the trajectory is a scalar value calculated from the velocity, which is a
vector consisting of speeds of individual degrees of freedom. The speed profile is
further defined as the speed of the trajectory as a function of time.
In the derivation we will need the normalized arc length, which we denote here by
variable 𝜎
𝑡

𝑠(𝑡) ∫0 ‖𝒚̇ (𝑢)‖ d𝑢
𝜎(𝑡) =
=
.
𝑠(𝜏) ∫𝜏‖𝒚̇ (𝑡)‖ d𝑡

(32)

0

If we now assume, that our trajectory is parameterized by the normalized arc length
instead of time, we can define a second order system of differential equations

where 𝑧 ′ =

d𝑧
d𝜎

and 𝑦 ′ =

𝑧 ′ = 𝛼𝑧 (𝛽𝑧 (𝑔 − 𝑦) − 𝑧) + 𝑓(𝑥) ,

(33)

𝑦′ = 𝑧 ,

(34)

d𝑦
d𝜎

. This corresponds to the original DMP equations (17) –

(20), except that the derivatives are calculated not with respect to time but with
respect to arc length. Similarly, the equation (21) becomes
𝑥 ′ = −𝛼𝑥 𝑥 .

(35)

Just like in the case of time-dependent phase equation (21), arc length dependent
phase equation has an analytical solution. It is given by

𝑥(𝜎) = exp(−𝛼𝑥 𝜎) = exp (−𝛼𝑥

𝑠(𝑡)

)
𝜏
∫0 ‖𝒚̇ (𝑡)‖d𝑡

.

(36)

Note that we omitted the uniform time scaling factor 𝜏 from the system (33) – (34).
The reason for this is that the time progression of the trajectory is now assumed by 𝑠
and 𝑠̇ .
In order to estimate parameters to encode the trajectory, given as (23), the trajectory
must first be sampled with respect to 𝜎. This can be achieved by calculating the
normalized arc length steps
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𝑡

𝜎𝑘 =

𝑘
∫0 ‖𝒚̇ (𝑢)‖d𝑢

𝜏
∫0 ‖𝒚̇ (𝑡)‖d𝑡

~

Trapzd(𝑘)
,
Trapzd(𝑇)

(37)

where we applied the trapezoidal integration rule
Trapzd(𝑘)
𝑘−1
1
1
Δ𝑡 ( ‖𝒚̇ 1 ‖ + ∑ ‖𝒚̇ 𝑛 ‖ + ‖𝒚̇ 𝑘 ‖) ,
={
2
2
𝑛=2
0,

𝑘≥2

(38)

𝑘=1

to approximate the above integrals. We also assumed that the time step is constant,
i.e. Δ𝑡 = 𝑡𝑘+1 − 𝑡𝑘 , ∀𝑘, but this assumption can be relaxed by applying a different
numerical integration formula. The time derivatives 𝑦̇𝑛 can be estimated using
standard two point numerical differentiation, i.e.
𝑦̇𝑛 =

𝑦𝑛+1 − 𝑦𝑛−1
.
2Δ𝑡

(39)

In the same way, we can now calculate 𝑦𝑘 ′ and 𝑦𝑘 ′′ by
𝑦′ =

𝑦𝑘+1 − 𝑦𝑘−1
,
𝜈𝑘+1 − 𝜈𝑘−1

(40)

𝑦 ′′ =

′
′
𝑦𝑘+1
− 𝑦𝑘−1
.
𝜈𝑘+1 − 𝜈𝑘−1

(41)

To estimate the free parameters 𝑤𝑖 defining the nonlinear term 𝐹(𝑥) in (33), we
follow the standard approach. The system (33) – (34) is first rewritten as a single
second order system
𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑦 ′′ − 𝛼𝑥 (𝛽𝑧 (𝑔 − 𝑦) − 𝑦 ′ ) .

(42)

Analogous to (25), we obtain an overdetermined system of 𝑇 equations
𝑦′′𝑗 (𝑘) + 𝛼𝑧 𝑦′𝑗 (𝑘) − 𝛼𝑧 𝛽𝑧 (𝑔𝑗 − 𝑦𝑗 (𝑘))
=

𝑗
∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑤𝑖 𝜓𝑖 (𝑥(𝑘))

∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝜓𝑖 (𝑥(𝑘))

(43)
𝑥(𝑘) ,
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which are solved for in the least square sense for all 𝑤𝑖 for every degree of freedom
𝑗.
The basis functions 𝜓𝑖 are here defined in the same way as in the original case (20).
However, the choice of parameters 𝑐𝑖 and ℎ𝑖 is more important. In order for the
functions to be spaced evenly along the movement path, the parameters need to be
calculated as follows: 𝑐𝑖 = exp (= 𝛼𝑥

𝑖−1

), ℎ𝑖 = (𝑐

𝑁−1

1
2
𝑖+1 −𝑐𝑖 )

, ℎ𝑁 = ℎ𝑁 − 1, 𝑖 =

1, … , 𝑁.
Equations (33) – (34) only encode the path of movement given by (23). What is
missing is the speed profile. At each phase 𝑥 of the trajectory {𝒚, 𝒚′ , 𝒚′′ } we need to
know the speed, or equivalently, the time derivative of the normalized arc length, i. e.
𝜎̇ . 𝜎̇ can be extracted from (23) using
𝜎𝑘̇ =

‖𝑦̇ 𝑘 ‖
,
Trapzd(𝑇)

(44)

and approximated with Gaussian basis functions
𝜎̇ (𝑥) = 1 +

∑𝑀
𝑖=1 𝑣𝑖 𝜓𝑖 (𝑥)
𝑥
∑𝑀
𝑖=1 𝜓𝑖 (𝑥)

(45)

the weights of which are obtained by solving the last system of linear equations
‖𝑦̇ 𝑘 ‖
∑𝑀
𝑖=1 𝑣𝑖 𝜓𝑖 (𝑥𝑘 )
=1+ 𝑀
𝑥 ,
∑𝑖=1 𝜓𝑖 (𝑥𝑘 ) 𝑘
Trapzd(𝑇)

𝑘 = 1, … , 𝑇.

(46)

This way, all of the parameters estimating the trajectory have been obtained. The
path of the movement is defined by (33) – (34), and for each point on the path the
corresponding speed is given by (45). However, robots are typically controlled at
constant time steps, not constant arc length steps. It is therefore useful to rewrite
equations (33) – (34) in terms of time derivatives.
The equivalent, time-dependent equations can be derived by exploiting the
relationship between time and normalized arc length derivatives
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d
𝑦(𝜈(𝑡)) = 𝑦 ′ 𝜈̇ ,
d𝑡

(47)

d2
𝑦(𝜈(𝑡)) = 𝑦 ′′ 𝜈̇ 2 + 𝑦′𝜈̈ .
d𝑡 2

(48)

𝑦̇ =

𝑦̈ =

We can now express normalized arc length derivatives in terms of time derivatives
1
𝑦 ′ = 𝑦̇ ,
𝜈̇
𝑦 ′′ =

1
(𝑦̈ 𝜈̇ − 𝑦̇ 𝜈̈ ).
𝜈̇ 3

(49)

(50)

Combining (33) – (34) and (49) – (50) we obtain
𝑧̇ = 𝜎̇ (𝛼𝑧 (𝛽𝑧 (𝑔 − 𝑦) − 𝑧) + 𝑓(𝑥)) ,

(51)

𝑦̇ = 𝜎̇ 𝑧 .

(52)

Similarly, the phase equation takes the time dependent form
𝑥̇ = −𝜎̇ 𝛼𝑥 𝑥 .

(53)

Note that equations (51) – (53) have the same form as (26) – (28), except for the
omission of the constant temporal scaling factor 𝜏. The reason the transformations to
(33) – (35) are needed is that it would not be possible to estimate the weights 𝑤𝑖
from (51) – (53) directly. In such a case the factor 𝜎̇ would have to be transferred
into the denominator of the equations composing the linear system. This would cause
instabilities at points where 𝜎̇ approaches zero, which is typically at the beginning
and the end of the discrete (point-to-point) trajectories. It is therefore essential that
the weights 𝑤𝑖 are calculated using differential equations (33) – (35). Reproduction
of the trajectories can on the other hand be performed by numerically integrating (51)
– (53).
The weights encoding the speed factor 𝜎̇ (𝑥) are estimated by (46) along the
demonstrated trajectory. Beyond the learning range, i.e. for 𝜎 > 1, we have no
information about the arc length or the speed of movement. Under normal
circumstances, the end of the executed movement coincides with the attractor point
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𝒚 = 𝒈, 𝒚̇ = 𝒛 = 0, but in case of perturbations this might not be the case. The
attractor dynamics of the system (51) – (52), which ensure constant convergence
towards the attractor point is scaled by the magnitude of 𝜎̇ . The +1 term in equation
(45) ensures that 𝜎̇ becomes equal to one as the influence of the basis function fades.
This way, the whole system (51) – (53) becomes equal to the original DMP system
(17) – (21). Therefore, the modified system retains all the convergence properties of
the original system.
Figure 5 shows the example trajectory from Section 2.2.1 encoded with the ALDMP. The top graphs show the original training trajectory along with the trajectory
reconstructed from the AL-DMP representation. The bottom graphs show the value
of the forcing term 𝑓 for both degrees of freedom. The middle graphs, on the other
hand, illustrate the essence of the AL-DMP formulation. You can see the scaling
factor 𝜎̇ , corresponding to the speed profile of the trajectory, as well as warped
progression of the phase 𝑥.
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Figure 5: 2-D example trajectory in the AL-DMP framework. The top graphs show the original
(black, dotted) trajectory as well as the reconstruction obtained from AL-DMP integration (red,
solid line). The left middle graph shows the speed profile 𝝈̇ (dashed line) along with the basis
functions (solid lines). Middle right graph shows the resulting temporal progression of the
phase. Bottom graphs show the forcing terms with the basis functtions for both degrees of
freedom.
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3 Reproduction of learned knowledge
By capturing the movement and its decomposition into movement primitives
constituting the robot motion needed to perform the task, the problem of learning by
demonstration has not yet been solved. The purpose of robot learning is usually that
the robot gains the ability to eventually execute the task by itself. Here, a problem
arises. Inevitably, the robot’s and the demonstrator’s body structure usually have
different kinematic and dynamic properties. This means that motions, which the
human used to successfully accomplish a particular task, do not necessarily have the
same effect when replayed by the robot. This issue is sometimes referred to as the
‘correspondence problem’ [81] [82].
For the most typical example, consider a humanoid robot imitating the motion of a
human demonstrator. The term ‘humanoid’ implies similarity between the machine
and the human; however, the likeness is often limited to both having the same
number of limbs. Firstly, the number of degrees of freedom of the robot is different
from the human. Secondly, the joints can be of different types: for example, humans
have ball joints in their shoulders or hips, whereas humanoid robots are typically
designed to mimic this structure with three consecutive rotations. A mapping
between the demonstrator and the robot is thus needed even in simple cases.
In the context of programming by demonstration, it is usually not possible to design
accurate models or maps between the human and robot motion. A rough
correspondence is only available and initially used. The robot is then supposed to
optimize the final motion by itself. This is similar to human imitation learning: we
rarely succeed in perfectly replicating the demonstrated task in our first attempt.
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Reinforcement learning (RL, [34] [39]) provides a very general framework for study
and implementation of experience-based adaptation of the artificial agent’s
performance. The research in the field was initially inspired by behaviourist
psychology [83]. The agent’s actions lead to a certain outcome, the desirability of
which is described with a scalar reward. The actions are chosen according to a
control policy. Reinforcement learning deals with finding such a control policy so
that the cumulative rewards collected by the agent are maximized.
In the discrete case, the space is formulated as a Markov decision process. The space
is divided into discrete states; transitions between the states are dependent on actions
and yield rewards. Value function learning algorithms can be used to find the
solution for this type of the RL problem. Here, the benefit (i.e. value) of visiting each
of the states in the state space is iteratively calculated; the optimal policy can then be
simply inferred as always taking the action leading to the state with the highest value.
This approach to reinforcement learning has resulted in solutions to classical AI
problems such as backgammon [84] and tic-tac-toe [85]. It has also found
applications in robotics [86] [87] [88] [89]. However, the main problem of value
function methods is that they do not scale well to high-dimensional spaces. This is a
significant drawback when learning robot motion, since we usually want to avoid
very rough discretisation of space.
When the actions and states are continuous, policy search methods [35] [35] [36]
[37] [38] can be used. In this class of learning algorithms, the solution is found by
optimizing the policy directly, e.g. by using gradient ascent on the accumulated
rewards. Direct search in policy space allows for domain appropriate pre-structuring
of the policy representation. In our case, the policy defines the motion of the robot –
therefore, parametric trajectory representations such as DMPs (Section 2.2.1) can be
directly used to represent policies within the learning framework. This has been the
foundation of some of the most recent advances in policy search based RL in
robotics and resulted in algorithms such as 𝑃𝐼 2 (Policy Improvement with Path
Integrals) [40] and PoWER (Policy learning by Weighing Exploration with Returns)
[41]. Unlike the policy search methods, relying on gradient ascent [90], PoWER and
𝑃𝐼 2 operate by performing policy updates by weighted averaging of successful past
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policies. This way, time-consuming calculations of the policy gradient are not
needed, which results in a significantly better scalability to high-dimensional
problems. The experiments presented in [40] [41] show that these algorithms
outperform other policy search methods by an order of magnitude.
Still, this kind of learning is only suitable for tuning of already known behaviours in
a way to improve execution performance. Autonomous learning of novel tasks from
scratch in this manner is not possible due to the vastness of the search space.
Reinforcement learning is therefore useful in combination with learning by imitation,
where motion patterns are extracted from demonstrations and encoded as explained
in Section 2. The obtained models are then improved over the robot’s lifetime with
reinforcement learning.
In this thesis we present two novelties in reinforcement learning of motion
primitives. First, we focus on the case of balancing in humanoid robots. We develop
a task-priority based mapping of full-body motion from human to the robot, which
serves as an initial approximation of the task execution. The final tuning is achieved
with reinforcement learning.
As a second contribution we develop an algorithm which augments non-gradient
based RL methods with the directed parameter exploration. Using principles of
iterative learning control (ILC), we combine both approaches to improve the
convergence rates of the standard RL algorithms.

3.1 Learning stable motion in humanoid robots
Due to the aforementioned correspondence problem, a direct copy of human motion
to a robot is usually not satisfying. In the case of motion transfer to humanoid robots,
however, the issue is even more severe, as the stability of the robot is a prerequisite
that must be met in order for the motion to be executed. Therefore, the motion needs
to be adapted for balance before reinforcement learning could be used.
Stability of humanoid trajectories is usually ensured by controlling the robot’s zero
moment point (ZMP, [91]) , which is defined as the point on the ground where the
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tipping moment acting on the humanoid robot, due to gravity and inertia forces,
equals zero [92]. The tipping moment is defined as the component of the moment
which is tangential to the ground surface. A biped humanoid robot is stable at the any
given time if its ZMP lies within the area defined by the convex hull of one (single
support phase) or two (double support phase) supporting feet.
A ZMP compensation filter was developed to enable the stabilization of walking
trajectories [93] and the imitation of dancing movements [94]. In both cases the
stability of motion was achieved by modifying the horizontal torso trajectory. Kajita
et al. [95] designed a controller which minimizes the error between the desired ZMP
and the output ZMP by applying the preview controller. Sugihara et al. [96] applied
the inverted pendulum control to generate dynamically stable walking patterns in
real-time. The advantage of inverted pendulum approaches is that they require only a
rough model of the robot dynamics to be successful. The real-time transfer of human
motion while maintaining balance was studied in [97] [98]. The authors used markerbased systems for acquiring the demonstrated motion.
While a lot of previous research on stability of humanoid robots was concerned with
walking, our first major contribution is to integrate balance control with a motion
capture system to generate stable reproductions of human movements in real-time.
We propose to apply whole-body prioritized control for this purpose. In the context
of humanoid robots, prioritized control was used for example to enable the unified
control of the centre of mass, operation-space tasks, and internal forces [99].
Prioritized control for locomotion and balance control was also addressed in [100].
Many humanoid robots (including the robots used in our experiments) are equipped
with pressure sensors (typically four) in each foot. These can be used to estimate CoP
position 𝒙𝐶𝑜𝑃 , or equivalently ZMP position 𝒙𝑍𝑀𝑃 , even when a model of the robot’s
dynamics is not available. Exploiting this information, model-free reinforcement
learning methods can be applied to improve the initial reproduction of human motion
on a humanoid robot. It is important that the initial movement is stable because in
practice, there is little hope that model-free methods would find stable movements
from scratch due to the dimensionality of the search space. We therefore first show
how to adapt the initial motion for stability.
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Adaptation of the demonstrated motion to ensure a stable starting point
for learning

The spread of low-cost RGB-D cameras like Kinect and the development of skeleton
trackers based on these cameras have contributed to a significant improvement of
marker-less human motion capture in recent years [101] [102] [103]. Rough, video
rate (30 Hz) body trackers are now generally available and can be used to reconstruct
and transfer human motion to humanoid robots. Their outputs are typically the
positions and orientations of body parts including torso, head, lower and upper arms
and lower and upper legs. To transfer this motion to a humanoid robot that consists
of sequential, rotational joints, it is only necessary to transform the relative positions
and orientations of successive body parts into appropriate sequences of Euler angles
[104]. The correct combination is dependent on the robot and is determined by its
kinematic structure.
To ensure that the robot remains stable during reproduction of the observed motion,
its centre of gravity (CoG) needs to be controlled in such a way that ZMP stays
within the support polygon. Neglecting the inertia matrices, the following relation
can be obtained between the CoG
𝒙𝐶𝑜𝐺 =

∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑚𝑖 𝒙𝑖
∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑚𝑖

(54)

and the zero moment point 𝑥𝑍𝑀𝑃
𝑥̈ 𝐶𝑜𝐺 = 𝜔2 (𝑥𝐶𝑜𝐺 − 𝑥𝑍𝑀𝑃 ) ,

(55)

𝑦̈ 𝐶𝑜𝐺 = 𝜔2 (𝑦𝐶𝑜𝐺 − 𝑦𝑍𝑀𝑃 ) ,

(56)

𝑧̈𝐶𝑜𝐺 + 𝑔
𝜔=√
,
𝑧𝐶𝑜𝐺 − 𝑧𝑍𝑀𝑃

(57)

where

𝑔 is the gravity constant, 𝒙𝑖 is the position of the CoG of the body part 𝑖, 𝑚𝑖 is its
mass, 𝑁 is the number of body parts, and 𝑧𝑍𝑀𝑃 is the height of the ground surface.
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Equations (55) – (57) model the relationship between the robot’s CoG and ZMP
using inverted pendulum dynamics, where 𝜔 natural angular frequency of the
pendulum [96]. This model shows that any manipulation of the robot’s CoG directly
affects the ZMP. In the case of stabilizing a standing robot, the desired attractor point
(the most stable position, MSP) for ZMP is in the centre of the support polygon, with
the CoG directly above. Optimal CoG reference thus converges towards the MSP
while preventing accelerations leading to ZMP leaving the support polygon. A
controller ensuring such behaviour exists and can be designed using a pole
assignment technique [105]. The obtained CoG reference can then be used to drive
the robot via the CoG Jacobian [96]
𝑟𝑒𝑓

(58)

𝒒̇ 𝑟 = 𝑱+
𝐶𝑜𝐺 𝒙̇ 𝐶𝑜𝐺 ,
𝑟𝑒𝑓

where 𝒒̇ 𝑟 is the velocity reference for the robot’s joints, 𝒙̇ 𝐶𝑜𝐺 is the reference
velocity to move the CoG towards the MSP, 𝑱𝐶𝑜𝐺 is the CoG Jacobian, and 〈 〉+
denotes Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse. Here, 𝑱𝐶𝑜𝐺 is a matrix relating robot joint
velocities to Cartesian velocities in the world coordinate system, assuming that the
soles of its feet are fixed – i.e. stationary in the world coordinate system. Typically,
however, it is customary for the centre of gravity Jacobian matrix 𝑱𝑏𝐶𝑜𝐺 to be
provided in the coordinate system of the robot’s base, which is usually fixed to the
robot’s torso. Since the robot’s torso is not stationary in the world coordinate system
in the case when the robot is standing on in its feet, Sugihara et al. [96] provide a
simple mapping to transform 𝑱𝑏𝐶𝑜𝐺 to 𝑱𝐶𝑜𝐺
𝑱𝐶𝑜𝐺 = 𝑹𝑏 (𝑱𝑏𝐶𝑜𝐺 − 𝑱𝑏𝑃 + 𝛀(𝒙𝑏𝐶𝑜𝐺 − 𝒙𝑏𝑃 )𝑱𝑏𝜔𝑃 ) ,

(59)

where 𝑹𝑏 is the rotation of the robot base in world coordinates, 𝒙𝑏𝐶𝑜𝐺 is position of
the centre of gravity in base coordinates, 𝑱𝑏𝑃 and 𝑱𝑏𝜔𝑃 are respectively the positional
and rotational part of the Jacobian matrix of the chosen primary foot, and 𝒙𝑏𝑃 is
position of the foot in base coordinates. It is not important which of the feet is chosen
as primary. 𝛀 is the skew symmetric matrix
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−𝑟(3) 𝑟(2)
0
−𝑟(1)] .
𝑟(1)
0

(60)

In the double support case, the robot’s legs form a closed kinematic chain with the
ground. The expression (58) needs to be modified in order to ensure that both feet
remain flat and stationary, preventing modification of the support polygon as well as
damage to the robot. This can simply be achieved by using the augmented Jacobian
formulation [106]
𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝑱
𝑱𝑎 = [ 𝐶𝑜𝐺 ] , 𝒙̇ 𝑎 = [𝒙̇ 𝐶𝑜𝐺 ] ,
𝑱𝐹
0

(61)

and calculating the reference robot joint motion as
𝒒̇ 𝑟 = 𝑱𝑎+ 𝒙̇ 𝑎 .

(62)

Here, 𝑱𝐹 is the Jacobian matrix mapping velocities of leg joints to Cartesian
velocities of one of the feet in the coordinate system of the other foot. Since we want
the feet remain stationary with respect to each other, the corresponding terms in
𝒙̇ 𝑎 are set to zero. Controlling the robot using (62) thus ensures convergence of the
robot’s CoG to the most stable position even in a double support situation.
To integrate the control of the CoG with the mimicking of the motion of the
demonstrator, the task-priority scheme [107] can be used. An additional term is
added to (62), which maps the mimicking into nullspace of the augmented Jacobian
matrix 𝑱𝑎
𝒒̇ 𝑟 = 𝑱𝑎+ 𝒙̇ 𝑎 + (𝑰 − 𝑱+
𝑎 𝑱𝑎 )𝒒̇ 𝑑 ,

(63)

where 𝒒̇ 𝑟 is the velocity reference for the robot’s joints and 𝒒̇ 𝑑 are the joint
velocities obtained from human demonstration. The nullspace mapping (𝑰 − 𝑱+
𝑎 𝑱𝑎 )
ensures that the human motion 𝒒̇ 𝑑 never interferes with the robot’s balance. Since
𝑱𝑎 (𝑰 − 𝑱+
𝑎 𝑱𝑎 )𝒒̇ 𝑑 = 0 for any 𝒒̇ 𝑑 , the motion of the demonstrator will never result in
non-zero velocity of the robot’s CoG. In other words, balance always has priority
over mimicking.
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This way, the reproduction of the demonstrator’s motion never interferes with the
robot’s balance. This process changes the motion, and may therefore negatively
affect the success of the task; however, it is now possible to improve the result with
reinforcement learning methods since the motion is stable.
3.1.2

Improving the transferred motion with reinforcement learning

The motion, transferred from human demonstration to the robot, and adapted in a
way that the robot can reproduce it without losing balance, can be improved using
policy search reinforcement learning. For this purpose, the motion must first be
encoded with a suitable formal representation system, for example with dynamic
movement primitives (Section 2.2.1). The learning policy in this case consists of
shape, and optionally speed profile, duration, and goal parameters of the DMP
representation. Any policy search method can be used to improve the motion in this
manner, including gradient-based methods.
The goal of learning is to bring the movement as close to the observed human
movement as possible. This should be reflected in the reward function used for
learning, as it needs to evaluate the distance of the robot’s trajectory (encoded by the
DMP) to the movement estimated from demonstration, i.e. 𝒒𝑑 . In addition, the
transferred movement should be as stable as possible. Therefore, the reward function
is defined as a sum of two terms
𝑟(𝜁) =

𝜆
1−𝜆
+
.
1 + 𝛼Δ𝑍𝑀𝑃 (𝜁) 1 + 𝛽Δ𝑑 (𝜁)

(64)

Here, 𝜁 denotes a trajectory,
Δ𝑍𝑀𝑃 (𝜁) =

𝑛1
1
2
∑ ‖𝒙𝑍𝑀𝑃 (𝑡1,𝑖 ) − 𝒙𝑀𝑆𝑃 ‖
𝑛1
𝑖=1

(65)

denotes the average distance of the ZMP from the most stable point, and
Δ𝑑 (𝜁) =

𝑛2
1
2
∑ ‖𝒒𝑟 (𝑡2,𝑖 ) − 𝒒𝑑 (𝑡2,𝑖 )‖
𝑛2
𝑖=1

(66)
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denotes the average distance between the robot’s and the demonstrated trajectory.
The factors 𝛼 and 𝛽 are set as 𝛼 = 1/‖𝒒𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝒒𝑚𝑖𝑛 ‖2 and 𝛽 = 1/𝑑(𝑀𝑆𝑃)2 , where
𝒒𝑚𝑎𝑥 and 𝒒𝑚𝑖𝑛 are joint limits, and 𝑑(𝑀𝑆𝑃) is the maximum distance from the most
stable point in the centre of the support polygon to its edge. This ensures the scaling
of Δ𝑍𝑀𝑃 and Δ𝑑 into the same range. 𝜆 is a free parameter with a value between 0 and
1 which is used to balance the weighing between fidelity of movement reproduction
and stability. This way, both criteria are optimized at the same time, with 𝜆 denoting
their relative importance.
Note that, in absence of the dynamic model of the robot, 𝒙𝑍𝑀𝑃 can be measured
using pressure sensors in the robot’s feet. Centre of pressure (CoP) is defined as
[108]
𝒙𝐶𝑜𝑃 = 𝒙𝑍𝑀𝑃 =

∫𝑆 𝒙𝐹𝑧 (𝒙)𝑑𝒙
,
∫𝑆 𝐹𝑧 (𝒙)𝑑𝒙

(67)

where 𝐹𝑧 is the is the component of the contact force normal to the sole(s) and 𝒙
denotes positions of the contact points. CoP and ZMP coincide while the dynamic
balance is being preserved [109], i.e. as long as they are located within the support
polygon.

3.2 Directed exploration strategy for reinforcement learning of
speed profiles
In this section we present a novel method for improving convergence rates of
reinforcement learning. We focus on the application to learning of trajectory speed
profiles. However, the method is general enough to be used also for adaptation of
shape.
Policy search algorithms, the type of reinforcement learning most commonly used in
robotics, follow the general recipe:
1. Perform exploratory trials with the current policy,
2. Analyse the collected rewards,
3. Improve policy and repeat at step 1.
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In essence, different algorithms vary in how steps 2 and 3 are implemented. Drawing
from the normal distribution with mean at the current policy parameters is typically
used to generate random exploration. Policy gradient algorithms [90] exploit the
obtained knowledge to estimate the gradient of the reward function with respect to
the policy parameters. They have strict convergence properties, but in general suffer
from low adaptation speed. On the other hand, recent algorithms like PoWER [41]
and 𝑃𝐼 2 [40] compute the update as a weighted combination of exploration policies.
These algorithms employ some notion of "eliteness" of exploratory trials, from
which the update is computed, while the "non-elite" trials are rejected [110].
Note that in gradient based methods, performing random exploration makes sense, as
sampling of the local vicinity of the policy is needed to obtain a good gradient
estimate. In the case of ranking samples by eliteness, however, every step made in
the wrong direction is rejected by the algorithm. Obviously, the mapping between
policy and reward is unknown in general and random exploration is a safe way to
achieve the optimal desired policy. However, in many cases, an estimate of this
mapping can be obtained, either from prior knowledge, user input, reward function
design, etc. Therefore, we propose to exploit this knowledge as much as possible by
way of using policies inferred from exploration trials in the earlier stages of learning.
Random exploration can still be used in combination to preserve the global
convergence properties of the RL method.
We propose the following exploration strategy to find the optimal policy:
1. assess policies of known, similar tasks,
2. apply iterative learning control (ILC),
3. perform random exploration.
The first step relies on a database of known control policies, which the agent
executes and collects the corresponding rewards. After every execution, we update
the policy using the RL method of choice. The RL algorithm can take care of
filtering out policies that are not suitable for the task.
Once the agent runs out of prior knowledge, the exploration is changed from
experience based to ILC based. The basic idea of iterative learning control (ILC,
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[111] [112]) is that information about the tracking error can be used to improve
performance in the next repetition of the same trajectory. The general form of ILC in
one dimension is to update the control signal as follows
𝑢(𝑘, 𝑗 + 1) = 𝜅(𝑢(𝑘, 𝑗) + 𝜂 𝑒(𝑘 + 1, 𝑗)) ,

(68)

where 𝑢 is the control signal, 𝑘 denotes the 𝑘-th time sample, 𝑗 denotes iteration, and
𝜅 and 𝜂 are the learning parameters. ILC is distinguished from simple feedback
control by the prediction of the error 𝑒(𝑘 + 1, 𝑗), which serves to anticipate the error
caused by the action taken at the 𝑘-th time step. ILC modifies the control input in the
next iteration based on the control input and error in the previous iteration. In the
context of policy learning, the error is associated with the policy cost and 𝑢 is
parameterized using a set of parameters, which we denote 𝜽. For example, the policy
can be encoded by DMP parameters (Section 2.2.1) defining the shape 𝒘 or speed
profile 𝒗, which is mapped to the control signal 𝒖 = [𝑢(1), … , 𝑢(𝑁)], where 𝑁 is the
duration of the trial. In our work, we focus on learning of speed profiles, therefore
𝜽 = 𝒗 in all of the following experiments. Control signal 𝑢 in this case corresponds
to trajectory 𝑦 which is the output of the DMP system for each degree of freedom.
Mapping from 𝜽 to the control signal 𝑢 is therefore accomplished with integration of
DMP equations (51) – (53). Similarly, mapping from time or phase dependant signal
𝑢 to 𝜽 is accomplished by solving (46) in least-square sense.
The main requirement for the application of ILC is to carefully design the error
signal 𝑒 in (79) and to tune the learning parameters 𝜅 and 𝜂. Note that ILC works in a
controller-like fashion: at every iteration it makes a step in the direction given by the
sign of the obtained error. This is hard to achieve for problems where a balance
needs to be found between opposing criteria. Another example are systems with large
and unknown time-delays. In such cases, reinforcement learning with random
exploration can find a better solution. Therefore, once we observe that ILC does not
improve the cost anymore, a switch to step 3 (random exploration) is made.
Algorithm 1 and Figure 6 summarize the proposed approach, where we applied
reinforcement learning algorithm 𝑃𝐼 2 [40] for parameter update. This way, a
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significant increase in the speed of convergence can be achieved without sacrificing
convergence properties.
The 𝑃𝐼 2 implementation in Algorithm 1 contains two subtle adjustments of the
original case from [40]. First, we omitted the quadratic control cost term from
calculation of 𝑆, as it is not significant in our case. Penalizing high values of policy
parameters may slow the trajectory down, which is the opposite of what we want to
achieve. Furthermore, in the original formulation the update rule was defined as
𝑁

𝑏
Δ𝜽𝑛 = ∑𝑘=1
𝑃𝑘𝑏 (𝑛)𝑴𝑏𝑘 (𝑛)𝝐, where 𝝐 is current exploration of the policy parameters,

i.e. 𝝐 = 𝜽 − 𝜽𝑖 , and 𝑃𝑘𝑏 (𝑛)𝑴𝑏𝑘 (𝑛) defines the relative importance of the sample 𝑛 in
example 𝑘 for computing the parameter update. In our implementation, we replaced
𝝐 with the exploration of the current parameters with respect to the k-th best known
policy from the whole history of trials. This is needed in order to perform the update
using data gathered during past trials: 𝑃𝑏𝑘 and 𝑴𝑘𝑏 have been collected during
executions of policies 𝜽𝑘𝑏 , which were different than the current policy 𝜽𝑖 . This way,
the algorithm reuses past experience – a feature which has been termed ‘importance
sampling’ by Kober et al [41] and is consistent with publicly available 𝑃𝐼 2
implementation [113], where a policy update is performed after every experiment.
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Figure 6: Diagram of the learning process using directed exploration. At every iteration, a
decision is made regarding which exploration strategy to use. Until exhaustion, policies from the
knowledge base are used. In the next step, and until the approach is successful, ILC is used.
Finally, exploration is performed using random exploration noise.
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Algorithm 1: 𝑷𝑰𝟐 algorithm augmented with prior knowledge and ILC-directed exploration
Given

Learn

Parameterized policy 𝜽
Basis functions 𝚿 for parameterization
Intermediate cost function 𝑟 𝑛 , 𝑛 = 1, … , 𝑁
Terminal cost function 𝑟(𝑁 + 1)
ILC error function 𝑒(𝑥𝑛 )
Learning parameters 𝚺, 𝑁𝑏 , 𝜅, 𝜂, 𝛿𝑡
Initial approximation 𝜽1
Knowledge base containing policies 𝜽1𝑘𝑏 , … , 𝜽𝑘𝑏
𝑁𝑘𝑏
𝑢𝑠𝑒_𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚 = 𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒
for 𝑖 = 1 … max iterations
calculate exploration step:
if 𝑖 < 𝑁𝑘𝑏
𝜽 = 𝜽𝑘𝑏
𝑖
else
if 𝐶 𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 and 𝑢𝑠𝑒_𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚 = 𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒
calculate trajectory using ILC:
for 𝑛 = 1 … 𝑁
𝑢 𝑥𝑛 , 𝑖 = 𝜅 𝑢 𝑥𝑛 , 𝑖 − 1 + 𝜂 𝑒 𝑥𝑛 + 𝛿𝑥 𝑛 , 𝑖 − 1
find 𝜽 which parameterizes 𝒖𝑖 with 𝚿
else
use random exploration policy:
draw 𝜽 from 𝒩(𝜽𝑖 𝚺)
𝑢𝑠𝑒_𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚 = 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒
perform exploration experiment using 𝜽 and collect costs 𝑟 𝑥𝑛 , 𝑛 = 1, … , 𝑁 + 1
calculate total cost 𝐶 = 𝑁+1
𝑛=1 𝑟(𝑥𝑛 )
sort all past trials by 𝐶 so that 𝜽𝑏𝑘 is the 𝑘-th best policy and 𝑟𝑘𝑏 its return, i.e. 𝐶
if 𝑖 < 𝑁𝑏
𝜽𝑖+1 = 𝜽1
else
update policy using algorithm 𝑃𝐼2 :
for 𝑛 = 1 … 𝑁
for 𝑘 = 1 … 𝑁𝑏
𝑆𝑘𝑏 𝑛 = 𝑟𝑘𝑏 𝑁 + 1 +
𝑃𝑘𝑏 𝑛 =
𝑴𝑏𝑘 𝑛 =
Δ𝜽𝑛 =

𝑁𝑏
𝑘=1

𝑃𝑘𝑏 𝑛 𝑀𝑘𝑏 (𝑛)(𝜃𝑘𝑏 − 𝜃𝑖 )

for 𝑗 = 1 … 𝑀
𝛿𝜃𝑗 =

𝑁
𝑛 =1 𝑁+1−𝑛 Ψ 𝑗 𝑛
𝑁
𝑛 =1 𝑁+1−𝑛 Ψ 𝑗

𝜽𝑖+1 = 𝜽𝑖 + 𝛿𝜃1 , … , 𝛿𝜃𝑀
until convergence

𝑁
𝑏
𝑗 =𝑛 𝑟𝑘 (𝑗)

exp (−𝑆𝑘𝑏 (𝑛 )/𝜆)
𝑁𝑏
𝑏
𝑚 =1 exp (−𝑆𝑘 (𝑛)/𝜆)
𝚿b𝑘 𝑛 𝚿b𝑘 𝑛 𝑇
𝚿b𝑘 𝑛 𝑇 𝚿b𝑘 𝑛

Δ𝜃𝑛 ,𝑗
𝑛
𝑇
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Trajectory adaptation with ILC

Adaptation of motion with ILC is rather straightforward in cases where trajectory is
learned as a whole, i.e. without uncoupling its path and speed, because in this case
we learn a time-dependent signal with usually constant time step. Error function
𝑒(𝑘 + 1, 𝑗), used to calculate the next control input 𝑢(𝑘, 𝑗 + 1) (68) is usually
associated with the temporary difference between the desired and obtained position
or difference between the desired and measured forces and torques. A vast range of
problems can be solved in such a way, such as the via-point problem (Section 4.3),
trajectory tracking [114], peg in hole [115], wiping [116], visual servoing [117], etc.
However, ILC cannot be used to learn policies with the delayed reward function,
such as ball throwing [118], playing 'ball in a cup' game [119], etc.
3.2.2

Speed profile adaptation with ILC

Speed profile adaptation using ILC is more challenging, since more care is needed in
order to apply the update rule. The goal of modifying the speed profile is to
accelerate the task execution without degrading the overall performance of the task.
The idea is simple: increase the speed of task execution until some essential task
constrains are violated. These task constrains together with policy execution time
determine the error function 𝑒(𝑥), used for parameter exploration with ILC, as well
as the cost function used for RL. However, it is important to note that the two criteria
are not necessarily the same. RL algorithms either require unsigned value to
determine the cost of an experiment, or ignore the sign and treat negative values as
simply being lower than positive. On the other hand, the sign of the error function
contains crucial information about the direction into which a correction needs to be
made, and is thus critical for successful operation of ILC.
A suitable error function for ILC to adapt the speed of motion is given by
𝑒(𝑥𝑛 ) = 𝜉𝜈 (𝜈max − 𝜈(𝑥𝑛 )) − 𝜉𝑑 𝑏(𝑥𝑛 ),

(69)

where 𝜈 is the temporal scaling factor as defined by Equations (29) or (45) (note that
the scaling factor is denoted 𝜎̇ in Eq. (45)), 𝑏 is a scalar function quantifying
deviations from the pre-specified task constraints, 𝜈max > 0 is the upper bound for
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the temporal scaling factor, 𝑥𝑛 is the phase along the trajectory at step 𝑛, 𝑥𝑛 = 𝑥(𝑡𝑛 )
is the phase, and 𝜉𝜈 , 𝜉𝑑 are the corresponding weighting factors. Function 𝑏
describing deviations from task constraints might be anything from a norm of
excessive forces and torques [115] to a signal indicating the spilling of liquid [44].
See also Section 4.4 for an example implementation.
As noted in [120], standard ILC approach cannot be applied to the trajectory speed
learning in time domain, since one of the assumptions of ILC is that each trial has the
same number of samples [112]. Therefore, in [120] the ILC was implemented in
phase domain, where the phase signal was anticipated for a fixed phase offset. Since
mapping from the phase to the displacement is not linear, this choice is not optimal.
Instead, we propose the following ILC-type algorithm to realize the learning of the
temporal scaling function
𝜈(𝑥𝑛 , 𝑗 + 1) = 𝜅 (𝜈(𝑥𝑛 , 𝑗) + 𝜂 𝑒(𝑥𝑛 + 𝛿𝑥𝑛 , 𝑗)) ,

(70)

where 𝑥𝑛 denotes the phase, 𝑘 is the sampling index, 𝑗 is the learning iteration index,
and 𝜅 and 𝜂 are the manually selected ILC gains. The error signal 𝑒(𝑥𝑛 + 𝛿𝑥𝑛 , 𝑗) is
used to anticipate the deviation from the desired behaviour, with 𝛿𝑥𝑛 denoting the
magnitude of the step in the phase domain from which the prediction is calculated,
and can be calculated from (28) as follows
𝛿𝑥𝑛 = −

𝛼𝑥 𝜈𝑗 (𝑥)
𝑥 𝛿𝑡 ,
𝜏

(71)

where 𝛿𝑡 is the user chosen parameter which corresponds to the constant prediction
step in the time domain. Alternatively, if using arc length – normalized DMP as a
policy representation, the magnitude of the prediction step in the phase domain can
be calculated from (35) as
𝛿𝑥𝑛 = −

𝛼𝑥 𝜈𝑗 (𝑥)
𝑥 𝛿𝑠 ,
𝜏

(72)

where 𝛿𝑠 corresponds to a fixed displacement in terms of the arc length of the
trajectory.
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This way, speed profiles of trajectories can be improved. The results (Section 4.4)
show that ILC provides quick convergence in the early stages of learning, but fails to
find a stable solution. Speed profile adaptation is thus best performed with a
combined reinforcement learning approach, as detailed by Algorithm 1.
3.2.3

Speed profile adaptation with RL

Usually, designing the cost (or reward) function for reinforcement learning is easier
compared to the error function used by ILC. In Algorithm 1, 𝑃𝐼 2 update rule is used
for calculation of the policy update. 𝑃𝐼 2 follows gradient descent on the provided
cost function, without constraining the function to be positive or negative. Therefore,
the intermediate cost can simply be defined as
𝑟(𝑛) = 𝑏(𝑥𝑛 ) ,

(73)

since a properly defined 𝑏, used in (42), has a high value when constraints imposed
by the task are violated, which corresponds to high cost. On the other hand, terminal
cost is dependent on the trajectory duration
𝑟(𝑁 + 1) = 𝜉𝑇 𝑇

(74)

where 𝑇 is the duration of the trajectory and 𝜉𝑇 is a constant weighing factor.
Should a different algorithm be used to calculate the update step in Algorithm 1, a
different function to calculate 𝑟 may be needed. For example, the PoWER algorithm
[41] performs gradient ascent on the reward, which must always be positive. In such
case, we can simply define
0,
𝑟(𝑛) = {
𝛾,

𝑏>0
.
𝑏≤0

(75)

Note that since the original PoWER formulation does not account for intermediate
rewards, the extended formulation [120] should be used in such case.
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4 Experimental evaluations
In this section we present evaluation of the proposed methods.
First we present evaluation of the probabilistic semantic models (PSM) framework,
proposed in Section 2.1.2. We show that they can be used to model manipulation
tasks from a household environment. Then, we show how to use PSM together with
parametric hidden Markov models in a hierarchical way in order to extract known
action primitives from unlabelled observation sequences. Here, we used RGB-D
image sequences to extract contact relations and NDI 3dInvestigator motion capture
system to extract trajectories.
Next, we evaluate execution of human-demonstrated trajectories using a humanoid
robot. Here, we used Kinect camera to capture the human motion and reproduced the
motion using Sarcos CBi humanoid robot [11]. The reinforcement learning part of
evaluation was performed using SL [121] simulation software.
We then evaluate the novel learning algorithm, presented in Section 3.2, on a
classical via-point problem, which is followed by experiments related to learning of
speed profiles for tasks involving the manipulation of a cup filled with liquid. In this
experiment, we combined a database of prior knowledge, ILC directed exploration,
as well as random exploration in order to find the optimal solution. Kuka LightWeight Robot (LWR) arm was used in these experiments.

4.1 Learning of action semantics: kitchen tasks
In this section we evaluate Probabilistic Semantic Models (PSM, Section 2.1.2) on
several manipulation tasks. These were milk pouring (20 examples), cereal pouring
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(23 examples), opening a box (21 examples), opening a bottle (20 examples), and
finally, a peg-in-a-hole insertion task (12 examples). All recorded tasks consisted of
three actions. First, the demonstrator reached for the object, then performed the main
action, and finally withdrew his hand from the object. See Figure 7 and Figure 8 for
illustration of what the experiments looked like.
We used RGB-D camera Kinect to record the human demonstration in the form of a
sequence of RGB-D images. Regions with uniform colour and continuous 3-D
surface were segmented from the background. This way we got a crude
approximation of events between objects. Segment relations were then monitored
and changes (touching, not-touching, appearing, disappearing) detected as explained
in [28]. This way we calculated function 𝐸(𝑡) as explained in Section 2.1.2.1, i.e.
𝐸(𝑡) = 1 if a change occurred at time 𝑡, and 𝐸(𝑡) = 0 otherwise. See Figure 10 and
Figure 14 for typical examples of semantic event sequences in milk pouring and pegin-hole task, respectively.

Figure 7: Video stills from the observed human demonstrations. From top to bottom: pouring
(chocolate) milk, pouring cereal, opening box, opening bottle, peg-in-hole.

Execution trajectories were recorded with NDI 3dInvestigator motion capture
system, which uses active markers to record 3-D trajectories. The data was encoded
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using parametric hidden Markov models (PHMM, [17] [18]). Rotation data was not
used in the evaluation.
Free parameters of the evaluated algorithms, including the number of states of both
the PSMs and the PHMMs were defined manually be the experimenters. In general,
this procedure can be automated by evaluating the performance of the algorithms on
a cross-validation set. In our case however, we achieved good results without the
need for fine tuning of the parameters in question. Furthermore, even though our set
in total consists of 282 actions, these are split across 15 categories, which is rather
little for the construction of a good cross-validation set.
The evaluation consists of several parts. We first examine the probabilistic semantic
models for all of the individual tasks (Section 4.1.1). Then we analyse general, allvs-all action recognition properties of the PSMs (Section 4.1.2), as well as
recognition performance of low-level trajectory models (Section 4.1.3). Finally, in
Section 4.1.4, we present results on extraction of actions from longer observation
sequences using both semantic and trajectory models in a hierarchical manner.
4.1.1

Construction of the PSMs

4.1.1.1 Milk pouring
We first focus on the milk pouring example. Figure 8 shows still images from a
typical recording of the milk pouring task, Figure 10 shows semantic event
sequences of 10 example recordings, and Figure 9 shows the trained semantic
models. Clearly, the models are distinctive for each action. They can be easily
interpreted. For the first action (‘grasping the milk’), there is low probability of
observing events at the very beginning and higher probability in the second half of
the action. The events occurring in the states around the middle are due to the
demonstrator's hand appearing in the scene; the higher values towards the end of the
movement correspond to demonstrator grasping the box. As the detection of touching
from vision is unreliable in this case, the recorded events are spread over the last few
states. Over the course of the second action (‘pouring’), there is a lot of movement
going on. The milk pack is transferred to the bowl, rotated around, the milk is
flowing, splashing, and so on. All this results in a stream of semantic events recorded
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throughout the action, as evident from non-zero probabilities at all states of the
model. For the third action (‘withdrawing’), we can note some events at the
beginning, which correspond to the hand and the milk box ceasing to touch. The rest
of the action is the hand moving away from the objects, which, typically, does not
cause semantic events.

Figure 8: A sequence of images taken from the observation of the milk pouring task, also shown
in Figure 19. The frames were extracted at time instants when semantic events were recorded.
Each frame corresponds to a consecutive event occurrence, marked with ’x’ in Figure 19. This
graph shows that even in a simple milk pouring scene, which did not contain any clutter, the
objects are not segmented perfectly. As a result, many semantic events are detected. For some of
them it is not immediately clear which change in semantic relations triggered them (e.g. frames
no. 189 and 224 show the same semantic situation). In fact, only five ‘real’ semantic events took
place during the task execution: hand appeared, hand touched the milk box, milk appeared in
the bowl, hand released the box, hand disappeared. These correspond to frames 113, 189, 363,
549 and 562, respectively. All other semantic events are consequences of noise.
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Figure 9: Trained models for the three actions comprising the milk pouring task. From left to
right: grabbing the box, pouring, letting go of the box. The bars show probabilities of observing
a semantic event in the given state.

Figure 10: Semantic event sequences for 10 examples of the milk pouring task. The samples
where 𝑬(𝒕) = 𝟏, signifying that a semantic event happened, are marked with 'x'. Green dots
indicate grasping, magenta dots indicate pouring, and cyan dots indicate withdrawing actions.

4.1.1.2 Cereal pouring
Next, we switched milk with cereal. This enables an interesting comparison, as cereal
is much less homogeneous in appearance and thus the results of image segmentation
algorithm are even more unpredictable. As a consequence, the learned semantic
models for the pouring action are different compared to the milk pouring, as evident
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by comparing Figure 9 and Figure 11. For the ‘grasping’ and ‘withdrawing’ actions,
on the other hand, the models are similar as expected.

Figure 11: Trained models for the three actions of the cereal pouring task. From left to right:
grasping the cereal box, pouring, letting go of the box. The bars show probabilities of observing
a semantic event in the given state.

4.1.1.3 Opening a box
In this experiment, demonstration started with a chocolate box placed on a table. The
demonstrator then opened the box using both of his hands and put the lid on the table
next to the box. Finally, the demonstrator withdrew his hands from the scene. The
learned semantic models can be seen in Figure 12. Comparing with the ‘grasping’
and ‘withdrawing’ models of the pouring tasks, we can notice that they are similar.
Higher probabilities in the second part of the grasping action are likely the result of
using both hands to reach for the box as opposed to the pouring tasks, where just one
hand was used. This caused a higher number of events.

Figure 12: Trained models for the three actions of the box opening task. From left to right:
grasping the box, opening, letting go of the box and the lid. The bars show probabilities of
observing a semantic event in the given state.

4.1.1.4 Opening a bottle
Semantically, box opening and bottle opening are similar tasks. However, the ways
in which the tasks are accomplished, are different. Opening a box consists of picking
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up the lid and placing it aside, while the bottle's cap needs to be unscrewed.
Naturally, this means different execution trajectories. However, comparing middle
graphs in Figure 12 and Figure 13, it can be seen that probabilistic semantic models
for the respective actions (opening and unscrewing) are also somewhat different.
Namely, the unscrewing action model shows high probabilities of semantic event
detection all across the phase, which is the result of unscrewing motion of the hand.
The hand is in constant movement, touching and un-touching the bottle at multiple
points. Such movement poses a big problem for the image segmentation algorithm,
which results in noisy detection of semantic events.

Figure 13: Trained models for the three actions of the bottle opening task. From left to right:
grasping the bottle, unscrewing the cap, letting go of the bottle and the cap. The bars show
probabilities of observing a semantic event in the given state.

4.1.1.5 Peg in hole
Finally, we performed an experiment with demonstrator showing execution of the
‘peg-in-hole’ task. In this task, the demonstrator was asked to perform a step of
Cranfield assembly benchmark [122], which consists of a square peg being put into a
quadratic hole. As opposed to other experiments, there was much more clutter on the
table, such as cables and instruments. There were also more variations in execution,
as the demonstrator sometimes used a different hand to help with the peg insertion.
Figure 14 shows ten semantic event sequences for the task. Compared to Figure 10,
which shows events in milk pouring examples, the peg-in-hole examples exhibit
much more noise. As can be seen in Figure 15, which shows the trained models, the
increased measurement noise results in high output probabilities all across the
execution. This is especially evident in the model for the third (‘withdrawing’)
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action, which demonstrates a shape with two peaks, which is unique compared to
similar actions from other tasks. Still, the models are clearly action-discriminative.

Figure 14: Semantic event sequences for 10 examples of the peg-in-hole task. The samples where
𝑬(𝒕) = 𝟏, signifying that a semantic event occured, are marked with 'x'. Green dots indicate
grasping, magenta dots indicate inserting the peg, and cyan dots indicate withdrawing action.

Figure 15: Trained models for the three actions of the peg-in-hole task. From left to right:
grasping the peg, inserting the peg into the hole, letting go of the peg. The bars show
probabilities of observing a semantic event in the corresponding states.
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Cross task comparison of actions with probabilistic semantic models

To further evaluate the performance of the proposed probabilistic semantic models,
we discuss actions with models from different tasks. The actions were segmented
manually and the resulting sequences were compared to all of the models and the
likelihood computed according to (15). No trajectory data was used in this test.
The resulting confusion matrix is shown in Figure 16. Each row corresponds to a
recording (sequence of semantic events) of an action. Each column corresponds to a
probabilistic semantic model of the given action. The models and the recordings are
grouped by tasks, e.g. the first three models and the first 60 recordings come from
the milk pouring tasks.
The colour of each cell represents the likelihood of event sequence in the
corresponding row being output by the model of the corresponding column. Warmer
colours represent higher likelihoods, while colder colours represent lower
likelihoods. The likelihood was obtained by averaging the result of all possible
models built with the training set consisting of approximately three quarters of the
remaining examples for the particular action. For example, there are 21 box-opening
data sequences. For each sequence, there exist (20
) = 15504 possible training sets
15
consisting of 15 out of the remaining 20 examples. All the possible 15504 models
are trained and used to evaluate the likelihood of the current example. The likelihood
shown in Figure 16 is the average of all the obtained likelihoods for the example.
The emerging pattern shows the properties of the proposed method. Most
importantly, the diagonal elements exhibit warmer colours than the rest of the matrix,
meaning that comparing an action with the associated model, we obtain higher
likelihoods. Another interesting result are the cases of high likelihood for actions
with respect to models of similar actions that are associated with different tasks. For
example, the grasping action originating in the box opening task gets a high
likelihood also for the grasping models from the milk pouring and bottle opening
tasks. This behaviour is, however, not completely consistent. For example, the
likelihood of the grasping model associated with the peg-in-hole task is quite low for
the box-grasping examples.
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Some rare examples also show high likelihood where the model and the action
clearly do not belong together. For example, ‘placing into hole’ model gives high
likelihood for cereal pouring and withdrawing actions.
In summary, our results show that probabilistic semantic models provide a
methodology for coarse recognition of the demonstrated actions. However, as there
can be false positives, they need to be used in combination with low-level models
based on trajectory data. In combination they provide a powerful action extraction
and recognition mechanism, as we will show in the following sections.
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Figure 16: Recognition of actions across all recorded tasks. The recordings were pre-segmented
and probabilistic semantic models trained for each class. Colour of each cell in the matrix
corresponds to the likelihood of a given model outputting the given sequence, calculated
according to (15).
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Cross task comparison of actions with trajectory models

Here we present results for comparison of the actions based on trajectory data only.
This is a difficult problem, as even humans have trouble differentiating between
actions of another person based on their trajectories without other context. Consider
for example a pantomime performance, which is often non-trivial to interpret in spite
of exaggerations in the demonstrator's movement. In manipulation tasks, the
differences between trajectories are even more subtle. Figure 17 illustrates
recognition performance on our trajectory set using parametric hidden Markov
models (PHMM). Due to the computational complexity of the training and testing
algorithms, it was not possible to perform the exhausting evaluation with all training
set combinations in the same way as with the semantic models. Instead, the training
and testing set were chosen randomly with 3/4 of examples belonging to the training
set and 1/4 to the testing set. It is evident that trajectories generally received high
likelihoods when compared with the associated models. However, there are quite
some cases where high likelihoods were calculated also for unrelated trajectorymodel pairs. This confirms that comparison of actions based on trajectories alone
would not be sufficient in many cases, as the context of objects plays a key role.
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Figure 17: Recognition of execution trajectories using parametric hidden Markov models.
Higher likelihoods (warmer colours) correspond to high matching probabilities, whereas colder
colours correspond to low matching probabilities.
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Extraction of actions from observation

In this section we present results for top down search for actions in longer
observations, such as it is the case when a robot observes a demonstration, looking
for actions it already knows. This is a computationally expensive effort; for an
observation sequence 𝒪 of length, i.e. number of samples, 𝑇, there exist 𝑇(𝑇 + 1)/2
possible subsequences. In order to locate an action, all these subsequences have to be
checked with the action model, barring those exceeding some pre-set maximum or
minimum sequence length. In our system, we first evaluate all subsequences at the
semantic level using the proposed probabilistic model. Best matches are passed to the
lower level and evaluated using trajectory models. The subsequence with the best
score at the trajectory level is then selected as the final result. See Figure 18 for a
schematic overview of the evaluation process.
This way, the semantic level acts as a filter for the trajectory level evaluation. The
number of subsequence hypotheses that are passed through can have a substantial
impact on the performance of the evaluation. If the number is too small, the obtained
solution may not be optimal, as too many possible subsequences get rejected at the
semantic level. On the other hand, passing too many subsequences down to the
trajectory level results in a lot of computation, which voids the benefit of performing
the evaluation at the semantic level. Probably the best solution would be to use a
stochastic process which would pass the examples through with a probability based
on their semantic level score; however, to keep things simple, we decided to use a
fixed number of subsequences which the semantic level passes through. This means
that in our experiments, thirty subsequences with best semantic level scores were
selected for evaluation at the trajectory level. The number was selected manually, in
order to be as high as possible without impacting the computation time too severely.
As before, the models were trained using roughly three quarters of randomly selected
examples for each task. The segmentation of tasks into actions was done manually
for the training set, as well as to provide ground truth for the test set.
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Figure 18: Schematic overview of the evaluation process. The unknown recording sequence is
first split into all possible subsequences, which are searched for the known action at the
semantic level. A number of subsequences which pass a predetermined threshold are further
evaluated at the trajectory level, which determines the final result.

The three basic actions of the task (grasping, pouring, withdrawing) were considered
separately. This means that for each of them, evaluation with the action's semantic
model was followed by evaluation with the action's PHMM. The obtained final best
subsequence was then labelled as the action, whereas all other samples of the
complete observation sequence were labelled as not belonging to the action.
The accuracy of the extracted segments for each evaluated case was calculated at the
sample level as the ratio between samples that were classified correctly (i.e. were
labelled the same as the ground truth) and the total number of recorded samples in
the observed sequence. The final result was computed by averaging across all of the
tested examples:
𝑖

𝑁𝑒𝑥 1
𝑁𝑎
1
𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡
Accuracy =
∑
∑
𝑁𝑗,𝑖
,
𝑖
𝑁𝑒𝑥
𝑖=1 𝑁𝑎
𝑗=1

(76)
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where 𝑁𝑒𝑥 stands for the number of tested examples (recordings) and 𝑁𝑎𝑖 denotes the
𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡
number of actions in the example 𝑖. 𝑁𝑗,𝑖
denotes the number of samples in

recording 𝑖 that were correctly classified when evaluating action 𝑗. Note that true
𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡
positives as well as true negatives are included in 𝑁𝑗,𝑖
. 𝑇𝑖 denotes the number of

samples in recording 𝑖. Ground truth sample labels were provided manually.
The thirty subsequences which were passed to the lower level in the milk pouring
example can be seen in Figure 19. Some of the selected subsequences are very
similar, and, in fact, have the same score according to the semantic models. This is
due to the discrete nature of our model: moving the subsequence a couple samples
left or right does not have any effect on its semantic score, as the relevant events fall
into the same state. Therefore, the number of states used by the model defines the
resolution of the action phase. These best subsequences were further evaluated with
trajectory models (PHMM), and the subsequence with the best score was then
accepted as the final result.

Figure 19: Action extraction hypotheses for grasping action in one of the milk pouring test
examples. All possible subsequences of the recorded semantic event sequence during task
observation (each event occurrence marked with black ‘x’) were evaluated with the learned
probabilistic semantic model (abbreviated PSM in the figure) for action number 1 (Figure 9,
left). Thirty best-matching subsequences are shown with blue lines. The graph shows that most
of them identify parts of the recording, which exhibit the pattern of events being recorded
towards the end. This is exactly what the model of the grasping action suggests.
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Figure 20 shows the results of the milk pouring task, where the accuracy of the
extraction was 0.90. Figure 21 shows the cereal pouring results, with the accuracy of
0.92. Figure 22 and Figure 23 show box and bottle opening tasks, respectively, with
extraction accuracies of 0.92 and 0.89. Finally, Figure 24 shows the results for peg in
a hole experiment; in spite of the noisy measurements the labels correspond
relatively well to the ground truth, resulting in the accuracy of 0.89.
We can thus conclude that the proposed approach is successful at extracting known
actions from observation sequences.

Figure 20: Results for the milk pouring task. The upper parts of the graphs show Cartesian
trajectories of the demonstrated movement. The blue lines at the bottom of each graph show the
calculated segments, corresponding to individual actions.
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Figure 21: Results for the cereal pouring task. The upper parts of the graphs show Cartesian
trajectories of the demonstrated movement. The blue lines at the bottom of each graph show the
calculated segments, corresponding to individual actions. Note that the system had some trouble
extracting action number 3; in almost half of the examples, the calculated segment is
significantly shorter than the ground truth, shown with a red dotted line. Nevertheless, the
results are approximately correct.
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Figure 22: Results for the box opening task. The upper parts of the graphs show Cartesian
trajectories of the demonstrated movement. The blue lines at the bottom of each graph show the
calculated segments corresponding to individual actions. The performance is comparable to the
performance achieved when analysing other tasks.

Figure 23: Results for the bottle opening task. The upper parts of the graphs show Cartesian
trajectories of the demonstrated movement. The blue lines at the bottom of each graph show
calculated segments, corresponding to individual actions. The system had some trouble
extracting segment number 2, overshooting it in most of the examples.
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Figure 24: Results for the peg-in-hole task. The upper parts of the graphs show Cartesian
trajectories of the demonstrated movement. The blue lines at the bottom of each graph show
the calculated segments, corresponding to individual actions. The noise in measurements results
in slightly worse performance compared to previous experiments.

4.2 Full body motion transfer: reproduction while balancing
In this section we evaluate the motion transfer algorithm, presented in Section 3.1. In
our experiments we used an RGB-D camera Kinect to capture human motion. By
adapting the motion using (63), we transferred the motion to the full-size humanoid
robot CB-i. In order to convert the rotations output by Kinect to robot joint values,
transformation to Euler angle sequences had to be used. The correct Euler angle
combination depends on the structure of the robot’s joints. For the CB-i, the
combination of Euler angles corresponding to the joints of the hip is Z-X-Y. The
calculation of suitable angles for the shoulder is a bit more challenging, since the axis
of the first joint in the sequence, responsible for flexion of the arm, is tilted by 45
degrees. As a result, this needs to be taken into account when calculating the rotation
of the second joint, which is responsible for arm abduction and adduction. Therefore,
the shoulder rotation matrix obtained by Kinect is first multiplied by the rotation
matrix specifying 45 degree rotation around the corresponding axis. Then, the
obtained rotation matrix is transformed into the sequence of Y-Z-X Euler angles.
Finally, 45 degrees are subtracted from the Z angle (corresponding to arm abduction)
to compensate for the previous transformation.
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This way, the robot was able to reproduce the demonstrator’s motion in real time.
Figure 25 shows video stills from the experiment.
To evaluate the improvement of the acquired trajectories using reinforcement
learning, we asked the demonstrator to perform two distinct movements. In the first
case, the demonstrator performed a boxing movement with his arms. In the second
case, the task was to perform waving motion with the arms while squatting in the
knees. The two movements were recorded, adapted for balance with (63) and
replayed in the SL simulation software, using CB-i as a model.

Figure 25: Real-time transfer of human motion observed by RGB-D camera. Human figure
demonstrating the motion on the screen is mirrored; the robot uses the same arm as the human.

The trajectories were then improved using PoWER reinforcement learning algorithm
[41], with the reward function as specified by (64). The ZMP was calculated by
simulating pressure sensors on both feet of the robot.
Figure 27 and Figure 28 show improvements in terms of trajectory and stability
criteria for both of the movements. In case of waving, a larger weight was given to
the reward based on ZMP, while in the boxing example, more importance was given
to the fidelity of reproduction part of the reward. As a result, the ZMP error was
significantly reduced by reinforcement learning in the first case, while in the latter
case it changed little. Note that since we discard all unstable movements during
learning, the final trajectory is stable even if we perform learning based mainly on
the trajectory part of the reward. However, by not improving the balance criteria,
chances of robot falling remain high throughout the iterations; therefore, learning in
this way would not be practical in real life. The fidelity of reproduction was
improved in both cases, but the improvement was more significant and faster in the
case of boxing movement. See also Figure 26 and Figure 29 for comparisons of
demonstrated, initial, and learned robot trajectories. The graphs show selected robot
joints, which are denoted as follows: SFE – shoulder flexion and extension, SAA –
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shoulder abduction and adduction, HR – humerus rotation, EB – elbow, TR – torso
rotation, TFE – torso flexion and extension, TAA – torso abduction and adduction.
Joints marked with a ‘R’ belong to the right arm, whereas joints marked ‘L’ belong
to the left arm.

Figure 26: The initial robot movements transferred from Kinect while maintaining stability
(green), the learned, stable DMP (red), and the trajectory measured by Kinect (blue) for waving
while squatting movement.
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Figure 27: Improvement achieved by reinforcement learning for waving while squatting
movement. Left is 𝚫𝒁𝑴𝑷 and right is 𝚫𝒅 .

Figure 28: Improvement achieved by reinforcement learning for boxing movement. Left is 𝚫𝒁𝑴𝑷
and right is 𝚫𝒅 .
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Figure 29: The initial robot movements transferred from Kinect while maintaining stability
(green), the learned, stable DMP (red), and the trajectory measured by Kinect (blue) for boxing
movement.

In this experiment we showed that it is possible to transfer human movements
observed by low cost RGB-D cameras to humanoid robots in real time, resulting in
stable humanoid robot movements. The proposed approach is based on prioritized
control to simultaneously transfer human movements and control the stability of the
robot. With the developed systems, we were able to transfer difficult, dynamic
motions to a full sized humanoid robot.
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In general it is very difficult to acquire accurate models of the robot dynamics. Thus
movements obtained by utilizing robot dynamics models are usually suboptimal due
to the discrepancies between the model and the real dynamics. In simulation we
showed that by applying a probabilistic reinforcement learning algorithm PoWER,
both the stability and the fidelity of reproduction can be improved.

4.3 Learning with directed exploration: Multi-DOF via-point
problem
This evaluation considers reinforcement learning with directed exploration, presented
in Section 3.2, applied to the problem of optimal performance of a via-point task.
This experiment is identical to the experiment shown in [40], where a multi-DOF
planar robot is tasked with moving from a fully extended pose to a bent configuration
resembling a semi-circle. The robot should move from the starting to the final pose in
such a way that the cost function
𝑁

𝑟(𝑡) =

𝑑𝑜𝑓
∑𝑖=1
(𝑁𝑑𝑜𝑓 + 1 − 𝑖)(𝐾𝑎 𝑞̈ (𝑡)2𝑖 + 𝐾𝑢 𝜃𝑖𝑇 𝜃𝑖 )

𝑁

𝑑𝑜𝑓
∑𝑖=1
(𝑑 + 1 − 𝑖)

,

(77)

2

𝑟(𝑡300𝑚𝑠 ) = 𝐾𝑣𝑝 ((𝑥𝑣𝑝 − 𝑥(𝑡300𝑚𝑠 ))
2

(78)

+ (𝑦𝑣𝑝 − 𝑦(𝑡300𝑚𝑠 )) )
is minimized. Here, every sample of the trajectory is penalized based on the squared
acceleration of the trajectory as well as the magnitude of the policy parameters. The
weighing term 𝑑 + 1 − 𝑖 penalizes DOFs proximal to the robot base more than those
distal to the base. Additionally, the sample at 𝑡 = 300 𝑚𝑠 is penalized based on the
euclidean distance between the robot end effector and the desired via-point located at
𝑥𝑣𝑝 = 0.5, 𝑦𝑣𝑝 = 0.5. The constants 𝐾𝑎 = 0.1, 𝐾𝑢 = 0.5 and 𝐾𝑣𝑝 = 1 × 108 regulate
the relative importance of each criterion. We used the same values as reported by
[40].
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This way, the task of the robot is to move from the starting to the final position in
such a way, that the tip of the robot passes through the via-point (0.5,0.5), while
keeping the control parameters low in value.
The robot consists of 10 segments, each of which is 0.1 meter long. The motion is
controlled in the joint space and encoded with the standard Dynamic Movement
Primitives (Section 2.2.1). The number of Gaussian kernel functions used to
represent the shape of the trajectory was 5 for each of the degrees of freedom. Since
the robot has 10 joints, the total number of policy parameters needed to be learned is
50.
The error function for the ILC directed exploration was defined in the Cartesian
space as
𝒆(𝑡) = (𝒙𝑣𝑝 − 𝒙(𝑡)) (exp (−

(𝑡 − 0.3𝑠)2
)) ,
𝜎

(79)

where 𝒙 = (𝑥, 𝑦) represents Cartesian position of the tip of the robot and 𝒙𝑣𝑝 =
(𝑥𝑣𝑝 , 𝑦𝑣𝑝 ) is the position of the via-point. Simply, this type of error function 'pulls'
the end-effector trajectory towards the via-point located at (0.5, 0.5). However, since
we only wish for the robot to pass close to the via-point at the specified time, the
error is weighted with a Gaussian function which peaks at 𝑡 = 300 𝑚𝑠. The width of
the weighing function is defined by 𝜎 = 0.05. Parameters of the ILC update (68)
were set to 𝜅 = 1, 𝜂 = 0.4.
With the above choice the exploration trajectory was obtained in the Cartesian space.
The corresponding joint space trajectory was calculated using Jacobian pseudoinverse based inverse kinematics. The obtained joint space trajectory was then
encoded with DMPs and used in the policy update process, as detailed by Algorithm
1. Note that in this experiment, a database of prior knowledge was not used. In
Algorithm 1, this simply corresponds to 𝑁𝑘𝑏 = 0.
Figure 30 shows the results of the learning. The left graph shows the initial robot
trajectory. The robot moves from the fully extended to the semi-circular
configuration, with the end-effector tracing an arc. The middle graph shows the
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situation after the learning process converged. Note that the tip of the robot passes
through the desired via-point. The plots were obtained using Planar Manipulation
Toolbox [123]. Learning convergence is detailed in the right graph. As you can see,
the ILC-directed exploration dramatically reduced the costs in the first 6 iterations.
After these initial steps, ILC was not able to further improve the policy since it could
not account for additional joint related constraints imposed by (77). Therefore, as the
sum of the trajectory cost stopped decreasing, the learning switched to random
exploration, which further improved the solution, albeit at a much slower rate. This
result confirm the prospects of using ILC for directing reinforcement learning
exploration in the early stages of learning.

Figure 30: Learning the via-point task. Left: initial robot trajectory. Middle: robot trajectory
after 50 learning iterations. The star indicates the specified via-point. Right: convergence of
cost. The shaded area shows standard deviation of 15 learning series. The dashed line marks the
iteration where the switch to random exploration was made.

4.4 Learning of speed profiles: liquid transfer
In this experiment we evaluate the novel formulation of motion, presented in Section
2.2.1.2, where the speed profile of motion is encoded explicitly. To adapt the speed
profile, extracted from human demonstration, we use the learning algorithm with
directed exploration, presented in Section 3.2.
The setup of the experiment is as follows: the robot (Kuka Light-Weight) holds a
cup, which is full of liquid. The cup is equipped with a conductive ring at the bottom,
as well as at the top edge. This way, if the liquid splashed over the edge, current
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flows through the liquid and a change in voltage is detected, signifying spilling (see
Figure 31). The robot is supposed to transfer the cup from a position on a tray, to a
position on the table along a specified path, which was demonstrated by the user via
kinaesthetic guiding (Figure 33). The goal of the learning is to find such a speed
profile, that the movement would be as fast as possible; however, no liquid should be
spilled.

Figure 31: Sensory system used to detect spilling. The circuit was powered with a 9 volt battery
and voltage measured on a 10 M𝛀 resistor. When the water closes the circuit, the resistor takes
an overwhelming part of the voltage drop and the reading increases from 0 to 9 V.

In order to be able to use Algorithm 1, we first need a database of skills, from which
the initial improvement of the policy can be calculated. In this experiment we built
the database using five trajectories of two tasks, which are similar to the task of the
robot. Namely, we recorded three examples of trajectories, in which the demonstrator
performed a simple pick and place movement, moving an object into a box. We also
recorded two trajectories by which the demonstrator placed a cup, full of liquid, from
a tray onto a position on the table. Note that the trajectories by which the human
moved the cup were different to the trajectories of the robot; therefore the two tasks
are similar, but not the same. Furthermore, the demonstrator in this case used a
different type of cup. See Figure 32 for illustration of the database of skills.
Next, we need to define the error function for the ILC-directed exploration. As
explained in Section 3.2.2, the error function has the form of (69), which we here
repeat for convenience:
𝑒(𝑥) = 𝜉𝜈 (𝜈max − 𝜈(𝑥)) − 𝜉𝑑 𝑏(𝑥) .
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We need to define function 𝑏, which is used to assess the violation of task
constraints; in our case, this corresponds to the amount of liquid being spilled. We
define 𝑏 as a function of the spilling sensor voltage
𝑏(𝑥) = 𝑈𝑠 (𝑥) − 𝑈0

(80)

where 𝑈𝑠 denotes sensor's output voltage. 𝑈0 denotes the threshold value of the
voltage, exceeding of which signifies that the liquid was spilled. Consequently, for
𝑈𝑠 smaller than 𝑈0 , 𝑏 is negative and facilitates speeding up. On the other hand,
when the water rises above the conducting ring on the edge of the cup, the sensor
voltage 𝑈𝑠 increases and becomes higher than the threshold 𝑈0 . This causes the
relevant part of the movement to slow down.
The cost function for the parameter update in Algorithm 1 is defined according to
equations (73) and (74). The factor 𝜉𝑇 , which defines the weighing term of the
terminal cost, was set to 50.
As shown in Figure 34, the human demonstrated policies provide a good starting
point for the learning. After the search using the five demonstrated policies is
exhausted, the result quickly improves using ILC-directed exploration. However, the
main drawback of ILC is that it cannot efficiently find a balance between opposing
effects. Imagine that during an episode, no liquid spilling is detected. Therefore, for
the next learning iteration, ILC will generate a faster trajectory. As a result, some
liquid will spill and in the next iteration, the movement will be slower again,
catching the learning process in an oscillatory cycle. This is due to the controller-like
nature of ILC - it tries to reduce the error signal to zero, which is sometimes not
possible to achieve. Thus, after eleventh iteration, the cost has been observed to stop
converging. Reinforcement learning is then used to perform fine tuning of the policy.
Figure 35 shows the initial robot speed profile, as well as the speed profile obtained
after learning. Note that the motion is sped up non-uniformly. The initial trajectory
took approximately 10 seconds, while the final, learned motion was completed in 2.9
seconds.
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Figure 32: Recording trajectories constituting prior knowledge. Top: placing a cube into a
compartment. Bottom: placing a cup on a table.
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Figure 33: Robot moves the cup from the tray onto the table. The path was obtained using
kinaesthetic guiding, while the speed profile (shown in Figure 35) was learned using our novel
approach.
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Figure 34: Convergence of the learning process. The shaded area shows standard deviation of 8
learning trials. The leftmost part of the graph shows costs of trials using policies from prior
knowledge. The area between the dashed lines corresponds to learning where exploration was
performed using ILC, while the rightmost area corresponds to final estimates obtained by
reinforcement learning.
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Figure 35: Result of the learning process. Blue line shows speed of the initially demonstrated
task. Subsequent lines show how speed profiles after 10, 20, 30, 40 and 0 learning iterations.
Note that the profiles are plotted against normalized arc length 𝝈, not time.
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5 Conclusion
In this thesis we presented novel algorithms for robot learning by demonstration. The
learning process consists of two parts: knowledge acquisition and knowledge
reproduction.
For the knowledge acquisition part, we developed a method for modelling
manipulation actions using semantic relations between manipulated objects. The
actions are represented with the newly developed probabilistic semantic models,
which are calculated from temporal sequences of semantic events. The semantic
events are extracted from machine vision. This process is intrinsically unreliable and
prone to noise. The main feature of our approach is that the events are modelled
probabilistically, and thus robustness against noise is achieved. Detection of
semantic events using a vision system based on uniform colour and shape properties
of objects proved to be effective enough to result in semantic models with good
discriminative properties.
The models are built by estimating the probability distribution for the occurrence of
semantic events for each action from the training set. We do not take into account
information about which objects triggered the event, nor what type of a relational
change happened. The only important information is when during the action phase
events occurred.
This is in contrast to the semantic event chains, as presented in [28]. They annotate
semantic relations for each pair of objects separately, where objects are
approximated with image segments and each image segment is identified with a
label. The temporal information is preserved partially: it is evident from a chain in
what sequence the events happened. The probabilistic semantic models (PSMs) are
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less descriptive than semantic event chains because they do not consider relations
between pairs of objects separately. However, the semantic event chains extracted
from real-world data can only model relations between image segments, which rarely
exactly correspond to actual objects due to the error-prone image segmentation
process. The probabilistic semantic models are less prone to noise because they are
not based on the accurate representation of all semantic events but rather rely on the
probability distribution of semantic events across all parts of the action phase.
The fact that the proposed probabilistic semantic models are defined in the action
phase domain allows for easy coupling with arbitrary low-level models. We showed
how they can be used together with parametric hidden Markov models for extraction
of known actions from longer observation sequences. In general, however, any
trajectory representation can be used in conjunction with PSMs.
We also developed a novel formulation of dynamic movement primitives, where the
trajectory is represented based on the arc length of the path it traces. This way, the
phase of the representation is directly grounded to the path. Furthermore, the
temporal progression of the phase (i.e. the canonical system) is parametrised in the
same way as the non-linear part of the dynamical system.
This way, the trajectory is parameterised with two uncoupled sets of parameters.
Adaptation of one set allows for modulation of the shape of the path the trajectory
traces, whereas adaptation of the other set allows for modulation of the speed profile
of the underlying trajectory. We also developed a procedure by which both of the
parameters sets can be trained.
Uncoupling of path and speed profile facilitates the reproduction of the learned
trajectory by the robot. It enables separate adaptation of both, depending on the
demands of the task, while also potentially improving generalization capabilities.
Furthermore, speed profiles and path can be independently transferred between
unrelated tasks. This way, exploration of previously unknown search space can be
performed.
In order for a humanoid robot to execute full-body motion primitives, extracted from
human demonstration, the primitives need to first be adapted in order to preserve the
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robot’s balance. After that, the motion can be adapted using model-free methods,
such as reinforcement learning. We developed a method for real-time stable
reproduction of human demonstration based on task-priority formulation. We show
that motion primitives obtained in this manner can be further improved using a
standard reinforcement learning approach, so that the solution found by
reinforcement learning is more stable as well as closer to the human motion
compared to the initial robot trajectory.
Standard reinforcement learning methods typically use random exploration to obtain
information about reward fluctuation in the local vicinity of the learned policy. This
way, and using an appropriate reward/cost function, the algorithms are guaranteed to
converge to a locally optimal solution. However, this reliability results in many trials
being performed in the direction not leading to policy improvement. In some cases, it
is possible to infer the appropriate search direction using additional information
about the learned task. We developed an algorithm, which supplements random
exploration as performed by reinforcement learning using prior knowledge and
iterative learning control (ILC).
This way we retain the best of both worlds: the initial fast convergence of ILC and
fine tuning achievable by RL. The drawback of the proposed approach is that the
ILC-based exploration steps introduces a few additional open parameters, which
require tuning for optimal performance.
The proposed approach was verified in simulation and in real robot experiments. We
showed that the algorithm based on integration of prior knowledge, ILC and RL can
be successfully applied to the trajectory adaptation task, which comprises
simultaneous path and velocity adaptation and to the task where only velocity
adaptation was required.
In our future work we will focus on improving the proposed approaches and
mitigating their drawbacks. For example, a continuous formulation of the
probabilistic semantic models would probably be more suitable for working with
real-life data. Kernel density estimation techniques [124] could be used to
approximate event distributions.
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The balancing method for humanoid robots that we presented in this thesis works
best in the case where the demonstrator performs the task while being stationary,
without walking. Even though we managed to achieve transitions between single and
double support configurations in some experiments [45], the resulting robot gait was
awkward and unnatural. We believe this could be improved by using gait phase
detection techniques, such as [125], to capture not the exact trajectories of the
demonstrator’s legs, but the phase of his walking motion. The robot could then use
the previously acquired walking trajectories to synchronise with the demonstrator’s
motion.
Furthermore, in the full-body motion transfer we did not consider the cases where the
demonstrator is performing manipulation of objects. Such external influences may
have a profound effect on the robot’s balance; it is very important for these issues to
be solved in the future.
Our long term goal is to bring robots to our homes, to help us with our daily routine.
An efficient and intuitive learning framework and lifelong adaptation and
improvement are crucial milestones towards this goal. In this thesis we presented
several novel methods which advance the state of the art in knowledge acquisition
from demonstration and subsequent robot reproduction.

5.1 Primary academic contributions


Extraction of elementary movement primitives in learning manipulation tasks
by observation. Extension of the concept of semantic event chains by taking
into account probabilities of observing the changes in the semantic relations.



Trajectory transfer from human to humanoid robot with an emphasis on
stability control, based on task priority control algorithm. Model-free learning
of stable motion primitives.



Adaptation of movement primitives for compensation of structural
differences between the human and the robot; lifelong training and
improvement in the effectiveness of task performance based on directed
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exploration and reinforcement learning. Development of a novel DMP
formulation, which allows for learning of speed profiles.
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A. Parametric hidden Markov models
Parametric hidden Markov models were introduced by Wilson and Bobick [17].
They offer an extension to continuous hidden Markov models by including global
parametric variation in the output probabilities of hidden states.
In general, Markov models are stochastic models which are used to describe
randomly changing systems. This type of statistical modelling has been widely used
in temporal pattern recognition, which includes trajectories of motion. In this section
provide a brief overview of the theory as well as their applications.
First, consider a Markov chain. Markov chain is a statistical model, which consists of
several discrete states. A Markov process is transitioning between states: at every
time step 𝑡, the process moves from one state to another with a probability, which is
assigned for each state. This transition probability is independent of previous states
visited by the process (Markov property). The probabilities are encoded in the so
called transition matrix 𝑨, with dimensions 𝑁𝑠 × 𝑁𝑠 , with 𝑁𝑠 denoting number of
states. Each element 𝑎𝑖,𝑗 defines probability of transitioning to state 𝑠𝑗 given current
state 𝑠𝑖 . Apart from 𝑨, prior distribution of states is needed to completely define a
Markov chain, which defines the possible states and their probabilities at time 𝑡 = 0.
Prior distribution is usually denoted 𝝅 and is of size 𝑁𝑠 × 1. A Markov chain is
therefore defined by:
𝜆𝑀𝐶 = {𝝅, 𝑨} .

(81)

A hidden Markov model is a Markov chain with states, concealed to the outside
observer. Instead, every time the process visits a (hidden) state, it outputs a symbol.
This symbol is dependent on an output probability distribution, which is defined for
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the given state. The definition of output probabilities varies for the discrete case,
where the output symbol takes one of predefined discrete representations, and
continuous case, where the output takes a real valued number, drawn from a
continuous probability density function. For the discrete case, the output probabilities
are encoded in a similar way to the transition probabilities: in an output probability
matrix 𝑩. Size of 𝑩 is 𝑁𝑠 × 𝑁𝑜 , where 𝑁𝑜 denotes the number of possible
observation symbols. Each element 𝑏𝑖,𝑗 defines probability of outputting symbol 𝑂𝑗
upon transitioning to state 𝑠𝑖 :
𝑏𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑃(𝑂𝑗 |𝑠𝑖 ) .

(82)

On the other hand, for the continuous case, columns 𝐵𝑖,: , corresponding to output
probabilities of state 𝑠𝑖 , are replaced with a continuous probability density functions,
most commonly mixtures of gaussians, i.e. 𝒃𝑖 (𝑥) = ∑𝑀
𝑘=1 𝒄𝑖,𝑘 𝒩(𝒙, 𝝁𝑖,𝑘 𝚺𝑖,𝑘 ), where
𝑀 denotes number of mixtures, 𝝁𝑖,𝑘 mean and 𝚺𝑖,𝑘 covariance associated with
mixture 𝑘 and state 𝑠𝑖 , and 𝑥 is the domain of the PDF.
Thus, a hidden Markov model is defined as:
𝜆𝐻𝑀𝑀 = {𝝅, 𝑨, 𝑩} ,

(83)

with 𝑩 being either a matrix or a set of probability density functions.
Finally, parametric hidden Markov models are an extension to the continuous HMM
case, where the output PDF is a Gaussian with one kernel. In such case, the output
probability density function 𝒃𝑖 is dependent on parameters 𝝁𝑖 and 𝚺𝑖 , that is means
and covariances. In parametric HMM framework the PDFs are defined to be
dependent also on another, open parameter, denoted 𝜽. Concretely, the means 𝝁𝑖 of
the PDF are defined to be linearly dependent on 𝜽, i.e. 𝝁𝑖 = 𝑾𝑖 𝜽 + 𝒃𝑖 , where 𝑾𝑖
denotes the matrix of coefficients defining the linear mapping and 𝒃𝑖 is the yintercept for 𝝁𝑖 .
In this manner, a parametric hidden Markov model is defined by
𝜆𝑃𝐻𝑀𝑀 = {𝝅, 𝑨, 𝑩, 𝑾, 𝒃} ,

(84)
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where 𝐵 is a set of 𝑁𝑠 Gaussian probability density functions, which depend on open
parameter 𝜽 according to mapping defined by 𝑾 and 𝒃.
Intuitively, the open parameters 𝜽 shift the model’s states around the observation
space. Consider, for example, a model of a Cartesian trajectory for a reaching
movement. The trajectory needs to be spatially shifted, depending on the position of
the object being reached. This can be easily encoded with a PHMM; 𝜽 would in this
case represent the position of the object, and 𝑾 and 𝒃 would be learned in such a
way that 𝝁 of the final state would always correspond to the object's position. Note
that in some cases, linear mapping does not suffice to correctly model the variations
in the data. Neural networks can be used to describe it instead. We refer the reader to
[17] for further details.
In order for the models to be used, its parameters need to be calculated, i.e. the set
{𝝅, 𝑨, 𝑩, 𝑾, 𝒃} needs to be estimated given example sequences of a particular class.
No tractable algorithm exists for solving this problem exactly, however, an
expectation-maximization procedure, the so called Baum-Welch algorithm [70] [17],
can be used for this purpose. The desired number of states of the model, as well as its
structure, need to be chosen by the user. For each class, a new model is trained.
Given an output sequence and parameters of a model, it is possible to infer the
probability of the model outputting the particular sequence. This can be efficiently
solved using dynamic programming (the so called forward algorithm [70]). This is
the basis of pattern recognition with (parametric) hidden Markov models: for un
unlabelled sequence, the corresponding probabilities can are calculated for models of
all known classes. The sequence can then be classified as belonging to the class for
which the highest probability has been obtained.
Markov models can be also used in a generative way, i.e. to generate sequences
representative of the modelled classes [74] [18]. In this thesis we did not use this
approach since other trajectory representations, such as DMPs, poses many
favourable properties and outperform PHMMs in this regard.
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B. Extended summary in Slovene
B.1 Uvod
Najrazličnejši robotski mehanizmi že dolgo igrajo pomembno vlogo v industrijski
proizvodnji. Sposobnosti robotskih sistemov na marsikaterem področju že danes
prekašajo človeške, še posebej pri nalogah, pri katerih so potrebne ponavljajoče se in
natančne operacije. Po drugi strani pa tehnološki napredek robotskih sistemov močno
zaostaja za človekom pri nalogah, ki zahtevajo sprotno prilagajanje v
nestrukturiranih okoljih, kot so na primer naši domovi. Posledica tega je, da je
uporaba robotov za pomoč ljudem v vsakdanjem življenju trenutno zelo omejena.
Ena od potencialnih rešitev, da bi roboti lahko postali bolj uporabni tudi v naravnem
človekovem okolju je, da bi se roboti znali učiti na podoben način kot ljudje. V tem
doktorskem delu obravnavamo dva načina robotskega učenja: učenje s posnemanjem
[2] [3] [4] in avtonomna adaptacija in optimizacija naučenih operacij [90] [41]. Pri
prvem načinu robot izlušči podatke o izvedbi naloge z opazovanjem demonstratorja,
ki nalogo uspešno izvede. Pri drugem načinu pa robot z večkratnim ponavljanjem
izvedbe samostojno išče rešitve za izboljšanje uspešnosti.
Pri učenju z demonstracijo mora robot demonstrirano nalogo zajeti in predstaviti z
ustreznim modelom. Izbira tipa modela je pomembna, saj mora ta zadostiti več
pomembnim zahtevam. V tem delu obravnavamo modele nalog tako na višjem,
semantičnem nivoju [28], kot tudi na nižjem nivoju trajektorij gibanja [79] [18].
Razvili smo novo metodo za predstavitev manipulacijskih nalog z verjetnostnimi
semantičnimi modeli [42]. Poleg tega smo predlagali tudi razširitev obstoječe metode
predstavitve gibanj z dinamičnimi generatorji gibov, ki omogoča neodvisno
predstavitev poti in hitrostnega profile trajektorije [46] [43].
Namen opazovanja demonstrirane izvedbe neke naloge je običajno ta, da bi robot bil
naposled sposoben nalogo sam izvesti. Neposredno kopiranje demonstratorjevih
gibov ne pride v poštev zaradi razlik v zgradbi robotovega in demonstratorjevega
telesa [81]. Ta problem lahko obravnavamo z metodami kot je spodbujevano učenje
[34]. Trajektorije demonstratorja, ki za robota niso optimalne, lahko robot sam
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prilagodi s ponavljanjem in preizkušanjem različnih adaptacij naučenega vzorca. V
tem delu predlagamo nove metodo za robotsko učenje, ki združuje prednosti
iterativnih učečih regulatorjev (angl. ‘iterative learning control’) in spodbujevanega
učenja [46] [44]. Razvite metode smo preizkusili na problemu učenje hitrostnih
profilov trajektorij in posnemanja gibanja ob ohranjanju stabilnosti humanoidnega
robota.

B.2 Modeli za predstavitev akcij na semantičnem nivoju
Naše delo na področju predstavitve nalog s semantičnimi modeli temelji na
opazovanju dotikov med objekti, ki jih demonstrator manipulira. Izkaže se, da lahko
na ta način robotske naloge predstavimo s pomočjo t.i. verig semantičnih dogodkov
[28]. Ta način predstavitve pa je lahko problematičen pri učenju s posnemanjem, pri
katerem robot opazuje nalogo s svojimi kamerami. Zaznavanje kontaktov namreč
temelji na brezmodelski segmentaciji objektov, ta pa je sama po sebi podvržena
pogostim napakam. Zato so deterministični načini predstavitev nalog, kot so verige
semantičnih dogodkov, neoptimalni.
V tej disertaciji zato predlagamo predstavitev manipulacijskih nalog z verjetnostnim
modeliranjem dotikov med objekti. S tem je omogočeno modeliranje nalog na
podlagi podatkov, pridobljenih s pomočjo robotskega vida, kljub pomanjkljivi
natančnosti te vrste zaznavanja.
Naše delo temelji na ideji semantičnih dogodkov [28]. Z izrazom semantični
dogodek označujemo pojav, ko se med dvema opazovanima objektoma spremeni
semantični odnos – na primer, če se začneta dotikati, če se prenehata dotikati, če
eden od njiju izgine iz vidnega polja, ipd. Za razliko od verig semantičnih dogodkov,
ki so definirane kot časovno zaporedje teh sprememb, pri naši metodi izračunamo
verjetnostno porazdelitev semantičnih dogodkov med izvajanjem želene operacije.
Verjetnostne porazdelitve izračunamo na podlagi množice učnih primerov izvedbe
naloge. Naša metoda zato spada v skupino nadzorovanih metod učenja.
Učenje verjetnostnih semantičnih modelov za neko nalogo začnemo tako, da
primere iz učne množice časovno normaliziramo. Nato se dobljeni fazni prostor
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diskretizira na poljubno število diskretnih stanj. Za vsako od stanj lahko izračunamo
verjetnost, da se v tem stanju zgodi semantični dogodek kot razmerje učnih
primerov, v katerih se dogodek je zgodil, in primerov, v katerih se dogodek ni zgodil.
Na ta način dobimo verjetnostni semantični model kot porazdelitev verjetnosti
dogodkov po diskretnih faznih stanjih. Ključ uspešnosti takega načina modeliranja
manipulacijskih nalog je v tem, da so dogodki, ki so zaznani kot posledica šuma v
segmentaciji objektov, naključno razpršeni skozi celotno trajanje opazovanja; po
drugi strani pa so dogodki, povezani z resničnimi spremembami v semantičnih
odnosih med objekti, konsistentno zaznani pri vseh učnih primerih ob podobnih
časih.
Slika 36 prikazuje modele elementarnih akcij, ki sestavljajo nalogo nalivanja mleka v
posodo. Levi model predstavlja prijemanje embalaže z mlekom. Višje verjetnosti
semantičnih dogodkov proti koncu predstavljajo dotike, ki so zaznani, ko se roka
približa embalaži. Sredinski model predstavlja vlivanje mleka v posodo. V tej
situaciji je število zaznanih dogodkov precej večje, kar je posledica obračanja
embalaže, pljuskanja mleka, itd. Desni model pa predstavlja zadnji del naloge, pri
kateri demonstrator embalažo izpusti in z roko zapusti vidno polje. Zato je tudi
večina dogodkov zaznanih v začetnih stanjih tega modela.

Slika 36: Verjetnostni semantični modeli za nalogo nalivanja mleka. Od leve proti desni:
prijemanje embalaže, vlivanje mleka, izpuščanje embalaže. Stolpci prikazujejo verjetnost, da je
v danem stanju zaznan semantični dogodek.

Pridobljeni semantični modeli se lahko uporabijo za vrednotenje novih demonstracij.
Za vsako stanje v modelu je podana verjetnost, da se v tistem stanju zgodi dogodek,
kot tudi njen komplement, ki določa verjetnost, da se dogodek ni zgodil. Verjetnost,
da neznana demonstracija pripada danemu modelu je tako zmnožek verjetnosti
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posameznih stanj – glede na to, ali v nekem stanju demonstracija dogodek vsebuje ali
ne, se pri izračunu uporabi ustrezna vrednost verjetnosti.
Evalvacijo sposobnosti razpoznavanja smo opravili na primeru petih manipulacijskih
nalog, od katerih je bila vsaka sestavljena iz treh elementarnih akcij. Posneli smo 21
primerov naloge odpiranja škatle, 23 primerov vlivanja kosmičev v posodo, 12
primerov vstavljanja čepa v luknjo, 20 primerov odpiranja plastenke in 20 primerov
nalivanja mleka v posodo.
Slika 37 prikazuje rezultate. Opazimo lahko, da elementi na diagonali izkazujejo
toplejše barve, kar pomeni, da pri ovrednotenju demonstrirane akcije s pripadajočim
modelom dobimo veliko verjetnost sovpadanja. Druga zanimiva lastnost, ki je
razvidna iz rezultatov, so visoke verjetnosti sovpadanja nekaterih primerov akcij z
modeli podobnih akcij iz različnih nalog. Na primer, seganje demonstratorja proti
škatli, ki je del naloge odpiranja škatle, izkazuje visoko verjetnost tudi za modele
seganja iz nalog nalivanja mleka in odpiranja plastenke. Vendar pa to ne drži pri vseh
primerih nalog. Poleg tega pa dobimo visoke verjetnosti tudi za nekatere primere, ki
si semantično niso podobni. Na primer, model vstavljanja čepa v luknjo izkazuje
visoke verjetnosti za nekatere primere vlivanja kosmičev v posodo.
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Slika 37: Razpoznava demonstracij z verjetnostnimi semantičnimi modeli. Barva posamezne
celice označuje logaritem verjetnosti, da dano vhodno zaporedje pripada danemu modelu.

Rezultati kažejo, da verjetnostni semantični modeli zagotavljajo osnovno sposobnost
razpoznavanja in klasifikacije manipulacijskih nalog. Zaradi napačnih pozitivnih
ujemanj pa jih je potrebno za dober rezultat uporabiti v kombinaciji s podatki o
trajektorijah gibanja. Ta način smo preizkusili na primeru luščenja znanih akcij iz
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daljših demonstriranih zaporedij. Uporabili smo hierarhični pristop, pri katerem
najprej na semantičnem nivoju ocenimo, kateri deli demonstracije bi lahko ustrezali
modelu dane naloge. Nato najboljše kandidate dodatno ocenimo z nižjenivojskimi
modeli trajektorij. Pokazali smo, da lahko ta na način dosežemo dobre rezultate pri
luščenju elementarnih akcij pri učenju s posnemanjem.

B.3 Parametrizacija hitrostnega profila pri predstavitvi gibanja z
dinamični sistemi
Ena od možnosti za modeliranje gibanja na nivoju trajektorij so dinamični generatorji
gibov (angl. ‘dynamic movement primitives’, DMP, [80]). Pri tem načinu je
trajektorija predstavljena kot odziv dinamičnega sistema drugega reda, kar ima za
posledico več ugodnih lastnosti. Karakteristike trajektorije, kot so trajanje, oblika in
želena končna vrednost so določene s konstantami, ki nastopajo v enačbah
dinamičnega sistema. Posledica tega je, da lahko trajektorijo enostavno spremenimo
tako, da popravimo vrednost posameznega želenega parametra. Zato je zapis
trajektorij z dinamičnimi sistemi nadvse primeren za robotsko učenje; adaptacija
relativno majhnega števila parametrov omogoča sintezo novih gibanj in optimizacijo
že znanih.
Pri originalni DMP formulaciji je oblika trajektorije določena z uteženo vsoto
Gaussovih jedrnih funkcij, ki so odvisne od t.i. faze trajektorije. Ta je definirana z
diferencialno enačbo prvega reda in (ob odsotnosti motenj) s časom eksponentno
pada. Poudariti je potrebno, da pri originalni DMP formulaciji faza ni odvisna od
poti, ki jo trajektorija v prostoru oriše. Posledica tega je, da so Gaussove funkcije, ki
določajo njeno obliko, lahko po fazi razporejene neoptimalno. Poleg tega ne moremo
vplivati na hitrostni profil trajektorije, ne da bi spremenili obliko njene poti – uteži
Gaussovih funkcij namreč hkrati določajo tako pot kot hitrost.
V pričujoči doktorski nalogi predlagamo novo vrsto zapisa trajektorij z dinamičnimi
generatorju gibov, ki mogoča spreminjanje hitrostnega profila trajektorij. V enačbe,
ki določajo dinamični sistem, smo uvedli skalirni faktor, ki je parametriziran na isti
način kot člen, ki določa obliko trajektorije. Na ta način lahko nadzorujemo kako
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hitro trajektorija konvergira proti cilju in s spreminjanjem pripadajočih uteži
Gaussovih funkcij spreminjamo hitrostni profil.
Predstavili smo tudi nov postopek za izračun parametrov oblike in hitrostnega profila
v modificirani formulaciji dinamičnih generatorjev gibov. Bistvo pri tem je, da
trajektorijo prevedemo v obliko, odvisno od normalizirane dolžine poti, ki jo
trajektorija opiše v prostoru. Na ta način ločimo obliko poti in časovni potek
trajektorije. To omogoča ne samo optimizacijo in adaptacijo, ampak tudi prenašanje
hitrostnih profilov med različnimi nalogami z enostavno zamenjavo vrednosti
ustreznih uteži.

B.4 Učenje stabilnih gibov pri prenosu znanja s človeka na robota
Z razvojem humanoidnih robotov so se odprle nove možnosti za učenje s
posnemanjem. Podobnost v strukturi telesa demonstratorja in robotskega sistema
lajša neposreden prenos gibanja in izvedbo z robotom. Vseeno pa direktno kopiranje
demonstratorjevih trajektorij z robotom ni možno. Kljub podobnosti človeka in
humanoidnega robota so vedno prisotne razlike v kinematičnih in dinamičnih
lastnosti obeh. Zato je adaptacija gibanja neizogibno potrebna tako s stališča
uspešnosti izvedbe naloge, kot tudi zagotavljanja stabilnosti robota. Slednje je
posebej pereče, saj za uporabo spodbujevanega učenja najprej potrebujemo ustrezno
dober začetni približek, pri izvedbi katerega mora robot ostati na nogah. Iz tega
razloga je potrebno naučeno gibanje prilagoditi za stabilno izvedbo še pred prvo
izvedbo na robotu.
V tej disertaciji smo za zagotavljanje stabilnosti robota uporabili metodo prioritete
nalog. Pri tem je primarna naloga bila zagotavljanje referenčne pozicije robotovega
težišča nad podpornim poligonom. Sekundarna naloga pa je bila definirana kot
reprodukcija demonstratorjevih sklepnih trajektorij in se preslika v ničelni prostor
primarne naloge. To pomeni, da reprodukcija demonstratorjevega gibanja ne more
negativno vplivati na položaj robotovega težišča.
S tem sicer zagotovimo stabilnost robota pri izvajanju, vendar pa tudi spremenimo
posneto gibanje, kar lahko povzroči neuspešno izvedbo želene naloge. Kljub temu pa
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lahko dobljeno gibanje uporabimo kot začetni približek za metode spodbujevanega
učenja, s čimer ga lahko izboljšamo, tako da robot uspešno izvede želeno nalogo.
Tak način učenja smo ponazorili z eksperimentom, pri katerem je bila kriterijska
funkcija za učenje definirana tako, da je moral robot hkrati izboljšati tako podobnost
svojih in demonstratorjevih trajektorij kot tudi stabilnost, določeno s kriterijem točke
ničelnega navora (angl. ‘zero moment point’, ZMP, [109]). Pokazali smo, da lahko s
takim učenjem najdemo rešitev, pri kateri je doseženo izboljšanje obeh kriterijev.
Slabost takega učenja pa je zelo veliko število iteracij, ki so potrebne, da je napredek
opazen (sliki 38 in 39). To je posledica velikega števila prostostnih stopenj
humanoidnih robotskih mehanizmov.

Slika 38: Konvergenca učenja pri prenosu gibanja 'boksanja' iz demonstracije na
humanoidnega robota. Levi graf prikazuje odstopanje ZMP-ja oziroma ekvivalentno centra
pritiska od središča stabilnostnega poligona, pri čemer smo položaj ZMP-ja določili s pomočjo
senzorjev pritiska na robotovih stopalih. Desni graf prikazuje razliko med človekovimi ter
robotovimi trajektorijami tekom učenja. Človekovo gibanje je bilo zajeto s sistemom Kinect.
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Slika 39: Konvergenca učenja pri prenosu gibanja iz demonstracije na humanoidnega robota,
pri katerem je robot z roko pomahal. Levi graf prikazuje odstopanje ZMP-ja oziroma
ekvivalentno centra pritiska od središča stabilnostnega poligona, pri čemer smo položaj ZMP-ja
določili s pomočjo senzorjev pritiska na robotovih stopalih. Desni graf prikazuje razliko med
človekovimi ter robotovimi trajektorijami tekom učenja. Človekovo gibanje je bilo zajeto s
sistemom Kinect.

B.5 Spodbujevano učenje z usmerjenim raziskovanjem
Algoritmi spodbujevanega učenja v splošnem sledijo naslednjemu postopku. Najprej
se v okolici trenutne robotove strategije izvedbe naloge izvede nekaj raziskovalnih
preizkusov, ki so izbrani naključno. Nato se rezultate teh poskusov analizira in določi
smer, v kateri so nagrade največje. V naslednjem koraku se strategijo izboljša in
zopet začne z izvajanjem naključnega raziskovanja v okolici te nove strategije.
Bistveno je, da se različni algoritmi spodbujevanega učenja razlikujejo samo v
načinu izvedbe drugega in tretjega koraka, t.j. kako se nagrade raziskovalnih
poizkusov uporabi za posodobitev strategije. Za pridobivanje raziskovalnih poskusov
pa se običajno uporabi večdimenzionalni naključni generator z normalno
porazdelitvijo, ki ima srednjo vrednost pri trenutni vrednosti strategije.
Pri metodah, ki izračunajo posodobitev strategije na podlagi približka gradienta
kriterijske funkcije [90], je uporaba naključnega raziskovanja smiselna, saj so za
dober izračun gradienta potrebni primeri iz celotne okolice trenutne strategije. Po
drugi strani pa metode, ki novo strategijo računajo kot uteženo kombinacijo strategij
raziskovalnih poizkusov [41] [40], dosegajo občutno višje hitrosti konvergence. Pri
teh metodah je običajno, da se raziskovalne poizkuse, ki vodijo do nizkih nagrad,
zavrže [110]. V takih primerih je naključno raziskovanje neoptimalno, saj bo
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algoritem vse slabe poizkuse zavrgel. Če pa bi bili lahko raziskovalni poskusi
izvedeni v smeri, ki vodi v napredek, bi bila konvergenca učenja hitrejša.
Seveda je v splošnem težko določiti, v kateri smeri se mora strategija razvijati, da
bodo prejete nagrade višje. V mnogih primerih, s katerimi imamo opravka v robotiki,
pa lahko to smer približno ugotovimo na podlagi predhodnega znanja o nalogi. V tej
doktorski nalogi zato predlagamo algoritem, ki združuje predhodno znanje v obliki
knjižnice znanja, iterativni učeči regulator ter posodabljanje strategije s
spodbujevanim učenjem. Naključno raziskovanje se uporabi le za zadnje popravke.
Predlagani pristop smo preizkusili na dveh primerih. V prvem eksperimentu smo
obravnavali klasičen problem, pri katerem trajektorijo redundantnega planarnega
robota prilagodimo tako, da se vrh robota ob nekem času nahaja na določeni točki v
prostoru. V tem primeru nismo imeli predhodne baze znanja; usmerjeni začetni
raziskovalni poizkusi so bili izvedeni z uporabo iterativnega učečega regulatorja, ki
je optimiziral razliko med trajektorijo vrha robota in želeno točko. Slika 40 prikazuje
rezultate.

Slika 40: Rezultati učenja trajektorije planarnega robota z 10 segmenti. Levo: začetna
trajektorija. Sredina: trajektorija po učenju. Vrh robota se giblje proti cilju skozi želeno točko,
ki je označena z zvezdo. Desno: konvergenca cene. Osenčeno območje prikazuje standardni
odklon petnajstih serij učenja. Črtkana črta označuje iteracijo, pri kateri je učeči iterativni
regulator prenehal konvergirati – takrat je algoritem samodejno preklopil na naključno
strategijo iskanja.

Drugi eksperiment, na katerem smo preizkusili predlagani način učenja, je hkrati
primer uporabe zapisa trajektorij z novo formulacijo dinamičnih sistemov, pri kateri
je hitrostni profil trajektorije eksplicitno parametriziran. Pri izbrani nalogi je moral
robot prenesti kozarec, napolnjen z vodo, od pozicije na pladnju do pozicije na mizi.
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Pot, po kateri mora robot kozarec prenesti, je vnaprej določena s pomočjo
kinestetičnega vodenja. Bistvo je, da se robot nauči takšnega hitrostnega profila
trajektorije, da bo naloga opravljena čim hitreje, hkrati pa se voda ne sme politi. To
nalogo bi zelo težko rešili z metodami, ki temeljijo na poznavanju modela naloge, saj
je dinamika tekočine za modeliranje zelo zahtevna.
Pri tem eksperimentu smo začetno bazo znanja pridobili tako, da smo snemali
človeške demonstracije izvedbe dveh podobnih nalog. Iz teh primerov smo izluščili
hitrostne profile in jih uporabili v prvi fazi usmerjenega raziskovanja. V drugi fazi
učenja so raziskovalni poizkusi pridobljeni s pomočjo iterativnega učečega
regulatorja. Konvergenca cene je v tem primeru zelo hitra. Na koncu so fini popravki
izvedeni s klasičnim spodbujevanim učenjem. Slika 41 prikazuje konvergenco cene
pri tem eksperimentu.

Slika 41: Konvergenca cene pri eksperimentu prenašanja kozarca vode z robotom. Prvih pet
vzorcev prikazuje rezultate primerov, pri katerih so bili za izvedbo uporabljeni hitrostni profili
iz baze znanja. Območje med obema črtkanima črtama prikazuje potek cen, pri katerih je bil za
raziskovalne poizkuse uporabljen iterativni učeči regulator. Desno območje pa prikazuje
rezultate za zadnjo fazo raziskovanja, ki je opravljeno naključno. Osenčeno območje ustreza
standardnemu odklonu osmih primerov.
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V pričujoči doktorski nalogi smo predstavili nove algoritme za robotsko učenje s
posnemanjem.
Najprej smo predstavili način za predstavitev manipulacijski nalog s pomočjo
modeliranja semantičnih dogodkov z diskretnimi verjetnostnimi porazdelitvami.
Pokazali smo, da lahko na ta način pridobimo modele manipulacijskih nalog z
dobrimi sposobnostmi razpoznavanja. Razvili smo tudi nov postopek, v katerem smo
pridobljene semantične modele uporabili v kombinaciji z nižjenivojskimi modeli
trajektorij za luščenje znanih elementarnih nalog iz daljših demonstracij.
Predstavili smo tudi nov način za modeliranje trajektorij z dinamičnimi sistemi, pri
katerih sta pot ter hitrostni profil trajektorije parametrizirana posebej. To omogoča
ločeno učenje kot tudi prenašanje profilov med različnimi nalogami. Predstavljeni
zapis trajektorij smo uporabili v eksperimentu, v katerem je moral robot prenesti
kozarec vode kar se da hitro po vnaprej določeni poti.
Obravnavali smo tudi problem učenja novih gibanj s posnemanjem, pri kateremn
mora humanoidni robot ostati stabilen. Razvili smo nov sistem, pri katerem robot
preslika demonstratorjevo gibanje v ničelni prostor gibanja lastnega težišča, s čimer
je zagotovljena stabilna izvedba giba, podobnega demonstriranemu. Pokazali smo, da
lahko z uporabo primerne kriterijske funkcije in spodbujevanega učenja tako
pridobljeni začetni približek izboljšamo na način, da je robotovo gibanje še bliže
demonstriranemu, ne da bi to pokvarilo njegovo stabilnost.
Nazadnje smo razvili algoritem, ki predstavlja kombinacijo spodbujevanega učenja
in usmerjenega raziskovanja. Ta izkorišča dodatno znanje, kot sta na primer baza
rešitev podobnih primerov ali kriterijska funkcija za učeči iterativni regulator. Naš
algoritem združuje hitro konvergenco učečega iterativnega regulatorja in stabilnost
rešitve spodbujevanega učenja. Predlagani algoritem smo preizkusili tako v
simulaciji kot tudi na realnem robotu.
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B.6.1 Prispevki k znanosti


Določanje elementarnih gradnikov gibanja pri učenju manipulacijskih nalog.
Nadgradnja koncepta verig semantičnih dogodkov z verjetnostnimi
porazdelitvami zaznanih sprememb v relacijah med objekti.



Prenos trajektorij s človeka na humanoidnega robota ob upoštevanju
stabilnosti roboti na podlagi metode prioritete nalog. Brezmodelsko učenje
stabilnih gibov.



Brezmodelsko prilagajanje naučenih gradnikov nalog za kompenziranje
razlik med demonstratorjem in robotom; vseživljenjsko izpopolnjevanje v
uspešnosti izvedbe naučene naloge na podlagi usmerjenega raziskovanja pri
spodbujevanem učenju. Razvoj izboljšane formulacije zapisa trajektorij, ki
omogoča učenje hitrostnih profilov.

Ključne besede: učenje s posnemanjem, robotska manipulacija, semantični dogodki,
verjetnostni semantični modeli, dinamični generatorji gibov, optimizacija hitrostnih
profilov, stabilnost humanoidnih robotov, spodbujevano učenje, usmerjeno
raziskovanje.

